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Everything from aardvarks to zippers
in a seasonal selectidn
of Canadian books for children

&vlL-fARYAmw.

IFTHEREARE
no children’s books by superstars - no Atwoods
or Laences - this year, so much tbc better. The field has
bzen left open to the speclalistsz the writers, illustrators. and
publishers who, often against considerable financial odds.
form the real strength of the Canadian children’s book
industry. As a result. the season offas .sorne good things.
There is r new historical fantasy by Janet Lunn, anotherTom
Austen mystay by Eric Wilson, and the Canadian Children’s
Annual is back for its eigbtb year (see page seven). There a~
more books from Grccy de Pen&r - the Owl-Chickadee
ptople - and a new title from Tundra Books, who until
rcc;ntIy had felt tbey would never afford to produce a
children’s book a&. Several children’s books have been
translated from one of our offtial laguaga into tbe other,
and generally there is a good selection of Canadian material,
not only in picture-story books for pre-schc.olas but also in
rcadiw for alder children. Our cblldren?+book columnist,
Mary Ainslle Smith, surveys the seasow
Far young cUl&ell
2
2
2
2
i;;
2

Th? Bath and Wkder. witten and illustrated by Ginette
Anfou:se. translated by Mayer Romaner, NC Press, each 20
pages. each 51.95 paper. English-language readers w.re
introduced to Jojo. the heroine of these stories. and Picbou,
her toy aardvark, a couple of years ago when the fust tramlations of Anfousse’s serlcs app&d.
In these two new
stories, Jojo, her hair fly& and her grin as crooked as ever,
shows how quickly a child can change from spotlessly clean
to gloriously dlly and conjurea up a wvcmderfulbogey-man
on a rhtinrerevening. Anfousse’s illustrations are bright and
exuberant and the good humour of her stories ls infectious.

&
e
0
! Snw~fccntlw. w&ten and illustrated by C&ii Gagnon, transg
lated b; Valerie Hepburn Craig, James Lorbner, 16 pages,
;:
SIO.95
cloth and $4.95 paper. In this, anothcrcheerful story
g
% from Quebec, Stephanie’s snwman comes to life and walks
II xay. It takes all of Stephanie’s ingenuity to lure him back
?
to her yard for the rest of the winter.
z
d i?z Chocolate RIoose, by Gwendolyn MacEwen. illustrated
by Barry Zakl. NC Press, 24 paga. $1.95 paper. Not all
children arc likely to get the pun in the title, but they will
understand that Martin has to live with many problems
because he is a chocolate moose. For example, he leaves
chocolate paltems all over the keys when he takes his piano
Ic;sons. But when it all becomes too much for him and he
runs away from home, he lams a valuable lesson fmm the
Strawbw Owl. Barry Znid’s stylized fkwers, trees, and
animals. and particularly his beautiful butterflies. make this
an attractive little book.

The Lie that Grew and Grew and The Birthday Party, written
and illustrated by Mark Thurman, NC Press, each 24 pages,
each $1.95 paper. In these two stories, Douglas the Elephant
leamivahmble lessons: not to lie and not to covet. He and
his animal friends arc amusingly drawn, the storks a~ easy
to follow, but the moral hits a bit hard.
The Frlmdly ClanI’s Birthday, by Bob Homme, illustrated by
Carol Snelling. and The Friendly Giant’s Book of RR
Engines, by Bob Homme, illustrated by Kim La Pave and
Carol SndUng, CBC Merchandising, each 24 pages, each
$6.95 cloth. Bob Homme, of course, .& tbe Friendly Giant
and has been for the 24 years that this pleasant. low-key
show has been part of CBGTV’s children’s programming.
These two little books will appeal to his fans.
Carey Visits Ihe Doctor, by Susan Marcus, illustrated by
Deborah DrrwBrook, CBC Merchandising, 32 pages, S5.50
paper. The MissinS Button Adventure. by Susan Marcus.
illustrated by Hajimc Sawada, CBC Merchandising, 30
page% 57.50 cloth. Both books deal with the chancters
from Mr. Dre~nrp, the popular CBGTV children’s pro.
gram. Casey ls a very important Feure on tbe progmm - a
little boy, four or five years old, whose curloslty and pranks
are patiently dealt with by Mr. Dressup. Because he is a sort
of abstract of all children, it ls possible to have the t&vi&m

Casey represented by a puppet, and young viewers accept
the rightness of this. Somehow, to have Casey depicted as a
r&z/ little boy in these two books, movinh freely and inde
pendently, is harder to aeeept.
Hickory Dlckwy Duck, by Pat Patterson and Joe WeIssman,
Greey de Pen&r, 32 pages, $8.95 cloth. This book is for
chlklren under eight, the age of Chickadee magazine’s
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readers. A dozen favourite nursery rhymes have been illurtrated in colowful two-page spreads and altered sligl$ly so
that each is a puzzle for children to solve. For example,
Little Bo-peep watches tearfully while her tailless sheep
frolic. The last verse of the accompanying rhyme is:

Take Time for Fun. by Beverley Gay, Pattison Ventures, 64
page& $3.95 paper. This little book contains 64 sows and
fmgerplays for young children. selected and arranged or
written by an expuienced primary teacher from Penticlon,

B.C.
Anne-Marie Mqinol, IIIme tends folk?, by Sue AM Alderson,

illustrated by Piona Ganick, translated by Claire Sabourin,
Tree Frog Press, 49 pages, $4.95 paper. Bonnie McSmithen
(“you’re driving me dithers”) has changed her name and
makes her debut in French.
The Gnat Canadian Alphabel Book, by Philip Johnson, illus-.

trated by David Peacock, Hounsknv Press, 32 pages, $10.95
cloth. The publishers who last year brought us the Cmafa
Cohwring Book thii year take us from coast to coast with a
Canadian version of the alphabet. A is for Atlantic, B is for
beaver, C is for CN Tower, etc. Oh yes, and 2 is for zipper,
a Canadian invention, in case you wondered.
Bin@ and the Bsmbbo Brush, written and illustrated by
Adelle LaRouche. Gage, 48 pages. 89.99 cloth. This is a pie
ture book, but its text suggests that it would be most appm
priate for readers in the early grad= of ~~~hhool.
Binky
himself is a school boy who edoys life with his family and
friends in Chinatown. But he rebels at being forced to attend
Cbineaeschool every day while hi non-Chinesefriends are
free to play. With the help of his grandfather’s gift of a very
special bamboo brush, he leains to enjoy and value his
heritage.
Absolutely Absalom; by Michael 0. NowIan, iUustrated by C.
Rlizabeth Baker, Lyndon House, 40 pager, paper. In tbis
implausible story, two children solve the mystery of the
silent Mr. Absalom.
WondmusTalea of Wicked Winston. by Linda i%mdng, illustrated by Barbara Rid%, Annick Press. 48 pages, 84.95
papa. Winston the Wizard and Winnie his rat create
mischief from thek lair on the shores of Lake Erie. But their
adventures me not al all well served by bei% presented in
tiny, cramped print accompanied by dark, drab fllustmtions.
For older &i&en
Fiction
The Root cellar, by Janet Lunn, Late?& Orpen Deimys, 247
pager, $14.95 cloth and $7.95 paper. In Lunn’s fnst novel
for yO""g teaden, Double Spell (7&r Martin Assotitie,
1968). twin sisters develop a mysterious came&m with
twins who lived several generations earlier in their family.
On several occasions they “see” into a world that was inhabited more than 100 years before their bii, and they
confront an unhappy gJnst who haunts the old house they
live in. Lunn’s new novel contains some of the same
elements ac Double Spell. Rose, the l&year-old heroine of
The Root C&r.
>
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the past, but she takes this strange ability even further. By
stepping into an old mot cellar. she is able to transport
herself physically back in time and.participate
in events
there. In Rose’s case there ls no supportive sister to sharr
this phenomenon with. She is on her own - an orphan who
has come to live in an old decaylug farmhouse on the shore
of Lake Ontatio with relatives she has never met before.
Desperately unhappy. she only iinds friendship and feels at
home when she steps back in history. Through the mot
cellar, she travels back to the time of the American Civil
War. Will, one of her friends, crosses the border, enlists,
then fails to return home at war’s end. Rose accompanies
Will’s weetheart Susan on a dangerous expedition into the
chaotic post-war States to find him. The time-travel part of

..~ .-_.
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the book is exciting, but readers must feel that it is also important here - as in all stories about orphans - for Rose to
establish a happy home for herself in the praent. This
aspect of the story is not dealt with as thoroughly as the
historlcaI part. However. at the end Lunn draws ti tw
parts together into a satisfying, magical. Chrlstmassy sort of
conclusion.
. One Proud Summer, by Marsha Hewitt and Claire Mackay,

Women’s Press; 144 pages. $6.95 paper. It is 1946 in
Valleyfield, Que. Lucie, 14, has just been forced to leave
school to work ln .tie textile mill, the town’s dominant
industry, afta the death of her father. Working conditions
an tenjble: long hours, poor pziy, sexu~ and racial

The best’way’ to write stories, says
Robert Munsch, is to tell them to children first. If they
don’t like them, they get up and walk out

r.cwra
tawscti
has revived two
neglected
arts in the field of
children’s literature: writing stories in
humorous, everyday language and
reading them aloud. His books for
smaller children, Mud Puddle and
The Dark (both Annick Press, 1979)
teU about a crafty puddle that attacks
Jde Ann and how she wercomes her ,
fear of the dark, while The PaperBag
Prhmss (1920) has a dragon with
breath “that couldn’t wok a meatboll” and a handsome prince with a
tennis racket. In this year’s Jomthan
Ckmwd Up, Then He Heania S&d
Jonatbm has to cope with a subway

stop that unapectedly opens on his
Living-mom carpet. AU these are
stories for what Munch calls “the
oral medium.”
“Children’s
books, the kbtd I
write. ahvws have to be read aloud,”
rays Munsch. “It’s very rare for
literature to be like that. It’s important to capture the way 1 tell it to
kids, because that’s oral, as opposed
to the vay I would write it down. An
example is in the First book, Mud
Puddk. When Jule Ann gets dirty she
gets ‘completely all over muddy.’
When I first wote down the story I
didn’t put that in. But 1 often tape
myself story-telling, and the phrase
‘completely all over muddy’ was in
there. It sounds better than Yule Ann
got muddy all over’ or ‘Jule Ann was
completely covered in mud.’ In the
oral medium, it works.”
II was on the way to becoming a
Jesuit priest that Munsch started ta
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work with children. “When I was
studying to be a Jesuit, I pwdd
volunteer to work in the orphanage
whep thb philosophy started driving
me crazy. After I lefrthe Jesuits I was
still studying anthropology and living
in a slum. It was considered anthmpolo&aUy very gdod to get in touch
with the neighbourhood by working

in s day-care centre. So I sort of
backed into that kind of work, and I
loved it.” Not. without qualms,
however. “1 always Liked working
with children, but for. a long time 1
considered it sort of a vague hobby
- it was not something males did for
a living, you know.”
Eventually
the hobby ovgttook
him, and while soothing restless
children at naptime he discovered his
talent. “I figure I made up sotiewhere betwen 300 and 400 differenl
stories that I’ve hid out with kids a.t

.

-

one time or another. But when I WBS
in day-care 1 wrote down the stories
that the kids kept askll for, and I
had only 15. When I think I have a
great idea and I try it out with kids,
often it’s not. And they’ll tell you.
They leave.. Very dear feedback. So I
rely upon the child~n, tint of all to
tell me if the general idea is any good,
and also to hone down the stories. s
“Adults usually tend.to adopt an
adult posture with regard to kids,”
says Munsch. “They think, ‘I have to
do something to make the kid better,’
so they write stories backwards from
morals. The Paper Bag Princes can
be looked upon as a feminist tract in
that sense, because the princess leaves
the prince in the end. But that came
from evolving the story thmugh kids’
reactions. It started off as a regular.
fairy tale, and what’s there now is
what the kids laughed at. I didn’t
start with a moral and then write the
story bacliwards. I’ve seen a lot of
what you could call ‘femiidst tracts’.
that have done that, and they stink..
Their language is Wry itilted.”
Munsch, 36, now teaches at the
Family Studies Laboratory School at
the University of Guelph. “A lot of
my work is not dire&y with the kids,
but working with the students who
a~+ working with the kids. In some
wars that’s bad for me, because only
three or four times a semester I’ll do
story-telling. I’ve taken to visiting
schools and day-care centres. which
are quite happy to have me wander in
- BARBARAW/\OB
and tell stories.”
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harassment of the workers, and so011after starting her job
Lucie finds herself caught up in a threbmonth strike for the
right to unionize. The workers stand fast and are draw”
closer together BI they face tear gas. propaganda, provincial
police, and strikebreakers, until at last they extract a victory
from the company. This makes for a” exiting and important story, but it would have been much betterif the authors
had allowed thedramaticevents to speak forthemsdva. Instead, everythi~ - plot, characterization. dialogue - is
OVe~OWd
by the strong kSOn5 the book has to offer and
the authors are anxious for the readers “ot to miss:For instance, referring to previous strikes, Lucie’s grandmother
says, not at a union meeting but at her own supper table:
“No, it’s “ever been fair. We lose, and we lose, and slill we
lose. But we can’t give up. We must always fight. Because
one day. one day, we’ll win.” The strike was a very real
event, but Lucie, her family. and companions are “ever
allowed much credibility.

Painstakinglyreproduced in water.
and set among the branches of
a giant evergreen, a glory of cherubs
and angels hove,Tsover a breathtaking
reenactment of the Christmasstory.
This remarl:able pop-up book folds
out to nearly three feet.
$9.95
a KESUREL’MDOK
a~lours

TEENAGE ROMAPdCE:
Or How To Die Of Embarrassment
I

That Scatterbrain Booky, by Bemice Thurman Hunter,
ScholastieTAB, 179 pages. $1.95 paper: Booky is a young
girl growing up in Toronto during the Depression. and
Hunter’s earnest efforts to recreate that tinie and place
dominate this story. Booky’s problems are many: she is 20
pounds underweight and diible for free government milk;
her father is out of wvorlt;her parents are always fahting;
the bailiff keeps coming around to collect the rent, and one
year the only Christmas presets are from the Star Santa
Claus Fund. But Depression life does have some compensations: Hallowe’en, Eaton’s Santa Claus Parade, and Kids’
Day at the Canadian National Exhibition. Young readers
will like Booky well enough. She’s a believable.,if somewhat
ordinary. little girl. But the people who will reallyawreciate
this book are those adults who grew up under similar circumstances in Tomnto - who shopped at Eaton’s Anne.&
visited Sunnyside Amusement Park and maybe eve” had
their tonsils out on the kitchen table.
So, I’m Different, by Joan Weir, Douglas & McIntyre, 107
pages, $13.95 cloth and $5.95 paper. Nicky, the only Indian
in his new school, has been asked to prepare a report to the
class on India” customs and practices. Of course he is terribly embarrassed at be@ singled out but, worse, he has
nothing to say. He has “ever wanted to beliive that he is any
different from anyone else. When he wnfmnts the class and +‘a on his feet confronting them for 40 pages of ti

Delia Ephron,Drawingsby EdwardKaren
That perilous period between childhood and adulthood is governed by a
complex code of behaviour- there is
a right way and a wrong way to make a.
pass,hide a pimple,talk to your
mother, or go on a date. _
A EmrING

Pm

eulkxt

$1295

IO?-page book -’ he comes to realll the values of his
background and of being diffcrcnt.
A Perfect Day for Kites. by Mo”ique Coniveau, translated by
David Homel, Douglas&McIntyre, 116 pages. 513.95 cloth
and $5.95 paper. Arno is spending the summa with his
father in a cabin near a small village on tbe shores of the St.
Lawrence River. But his father, a writer, has become
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taciturn, withdra\m and indifferent to Arno since the death
of Amno’s mother a year before. Amo feels lonely and
unwanted. but with the help of same new friends and some
rather remarkable coincidences, he carries out a plan to
teaare his father’s httppinesn.
R%stery ot Cranberry Fan, by Lynn’ Manuel, illustrated by
Sylvic Daigncault. Gage. 159 pages. $3.95 paper. Three
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children, vacationing ott their great-aunt’s fruit farm itt the
Okanagtm. find tbemselva in the midst of a mystery cornplete with missing heirlooms, coded messages, a sullen
hoy;gper,
a ltuking~viUaln.and things that go bump in
The Ghosi of L”“enb”g

Mmtor. by Btic Wilson, Clarke
of Nova Scotia;

Irwin, 117 pages,$10.95 cloth; Landmadts

After eight frustrating years, the C&&m
Children’sAnnual may have to become
American to attract the readership it deserves

QUIETLYOBSESSED.
his head full of

storius. poems. and puzzles, Robert
Nieken goes about his business
creating, publishing. and selling the
Catmdion Children’s Annual. now in
its eighth year. “I don’t have a high
protile.” he says. “I don’t politicize
enough. Maybe I’m too abrasive. It
would probably be good for business
if I got to Imow the right people,
w”t to more publishing conferences,
but . . . .” His company, Potlatch
Publications. exists behind a CLOSED
sign in a small. ignored-looking book
store on a side street in Hamilton,
Ont. He doesn’t often open the store
soy more. Even two customers in a
morning take up too much time.
The CanadianChildren’s Annual
is a handsome, entertaining, wellwritten. well-edited book, yet Nielsen
has a hard time getting book stores to
stock it. Its readership is growiog.
but it has Iwelled off slightly in the
past couple of years, and he isn’t
happy about that. “We’re printittg
45,000 this year. Maybe I’ve been
spoiled or mollymddled, but I think
we should be printing 100.000copies.
This bool: is for every kid in Canada.
It should be 200,000.” This is a son
point with Nielsen, one he returns to
again a”d again. He doesn’t say he’s
angry - the strongest v/ords he uses
are “upset” and “amazed” - but
the frustration shows.
Nielsen was born in Vanmuvn,
the oldest child ofan air-force family
that moved around the country. He
grew up mainly io Ottawa and went
to school in Alberta. He statted
university in theology; later he switched to pre-med. then education.
When he discovered literature, he
decldcd what he really wanted was to
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&ch English. He taught for 13
years. starting with two years in
England, where he became interested
in children’s annuals. “I didn’t rqd
as a kid, didn’t respect r&ii,
didn’t ettjoy it.” He knows now that
he missed a lot, and he hopa that the
Canadian Childnn’s

Annttal

will

help to get children interested early.
Each Annuu/ is btiilt around
topical articles and stories that
become organizing them for the
whole. (For example.. after the
Mount St. Helen’s eqtptiott the 1981
Annual featured vokattoa.) A little
more thah half of the book is fiction,
poems, comics, games, and puzzles.
The rest is fact: In the 1982 edition
there are articles on the stone stalues
o” Easter Island and the equally
enigmatic “medicine wheels” on the
Canadian prairies. Nit&m gets frw
lance submissions fmm all over
Caoadx “A hell of a lot of tttanp-
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scripts from Saskatchewatt - I d&t
know wlty. Almost nothing from
hfattitoba. Very few from the Maritimes or Quebec. Mostly from small
places. There are five or six writers in
St. ‘Albert, Alta..‘who settd stuff
Ieg”lEIly.”
When he started in 1974 Nielsen
was a lot more nationalistic than he is
now. The U.S. annuals and magari”e~ were fervently America”, attd
he felt that Canadian children should
not be exposed to them, at least not
excluslve.ly. He still feels that way,
but after eight years qf.trying to lind
tt readership In Canada he is considering publishing an American
annual. “Americans are the only
ones who get really excited about it.
They come along and say, This is
incredible. This would sell like cmzy.
Do an American one - the name
‘Canadian’ kills it for us.” It’s a
familiar story. And, though Nielse”
admits he would love “to raid that
market,” the idea makes him feel
wteasy, because he still feels “a terrific loyalty to Cattadiq” kids.”
“ ‘Mao Writes Kids’ Book’ is a soft
stoty - it’s not news,” says Nielsen.
“But a couple of years ago I realized
I had total sales up over ZOO.000.I
called .“p As II Happens and said, .
‘I’ve written a kiddies’ book, and 1
want to talk to Barbara. Frum.’
Yawn. ‘And I’ve sold B quarter o/a
million copies.’ That impressed
them, attd I got on:’ Now he has a
fa”tasy that %ttte day, qaybe with
thettextAmtwf-alwaysthen&
one - Canadians will say, Look at
that! Isn’t that marvellous! And the
CBC will call me up attd say, Please
be on our show. And I’ll say, Geez,.
I’m busy that day.” - oottts COWAN
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includlsg Lunenburg, Oak Island, Peggy’s Cove, and the
Oveus. pmvide a background for thll latest Tom Austen
adve.otere. while the superstitious of the East Coast set a
Oothii mood. Again, Tbm and his friends prevail over
crime. (Don’t tell your kkls, but it was the butler who did itl)

Thh-Pduce&; the Hockey Flaw, R5gic and Ghosts, edited by
Muriel Whitaker;iUustmted by Vlasta vaaxampen, Hurt&
159 pages, $12.95 cloth. The team of Whitaker and van
Kampen have previously produced Great Canadian Animal
Stories, Great CIlnadian Adventure Sforics and StorisJmm
the Canadian North. Their fourth anthology ls ivtended for
younger ieaders. from eight to’ 14, but anyone expecting

another thbmatlc collection v/iU be disappointed. Perhaps
the title is mlsleadlng. Them is one story about a prinrrss
(31mius Barbeau’s “The Princess of Tomboso”), and one
story about a hockey player (“Series Jitters” by Leslie
McFarlane). But while some of the other stories have some
connection with ghosls or magic, others do not. What we
have is a rather arbitrary collection of 14 short stories for
juveniles. Not even that, actually. since some of the eontents
are chapters excerpted fmm full-length books. Vm
Kampen’s illustrations are excellent, each suiting perfectly
the accompanying story. But this %nthology is a dlsap
pointing sequel to the previous three, and the cover notes
identify Emily - after Anne, L.M. Montgomw’s most
famous heroine - as a Nova Scotian. Imagine1
Non-Iictlon

ofSable

Iskmd, by Zoe Lucas, Gmey de Pencies.
36 pages, S5.95 cloth. This book joins the series of OwlTrue
Adventure Books launched last year. Illustrated with colour
photographs, it te& the stmy of Seafire. a young stallion on
Sable Iskmd. the hardships he and his mares endure, and the
freedom they enjoy.

Wi!d Horton

Pollee Stow. by Michael Barnes. Scholastic-TAB, I42 pages.
81.95 paper. If watching police shows on television is not
enough, this book will tell you mdre about such things as
radio codes, ballistics, fingerprinting. and highway patrols.
In one chapter, the story of the Mad Trapper of Rat River is
used to illustrate the efftiency of airplanes in p&e work.
“At last the trapper ran out of place5 hi hide and surrendered to the Mountis, who gave much of the credit for
the capture to the airplane.” In reality, he never surrendered, aud a police posse shot him tu bits. s
Enily Cwv: The Story of aa Artist, by Marion Endimtt,
Women’s Press, 64 pagas, 89.95.paper. It is a good idea to
make the life and vxxks of Badly Carr more available to
children. Intmded for use in elementary schools, this book
contains 16 wlour repmductlons of Carr’s paintings (the
black-and-white prints of several others are less exciting),
and the photos from the Provincial ArchiveS of British
Columbia and private collections give a good idea of the
artist’s Life and times. But it is unsatisfactory to reduce
Carr’s complex life into the novelized episodes that the text
presents. Much better to encourage children to turn to
books witten by Carr herself - and a list of them Is pm
vkled along with other valuable reference material at the
back of this book.
O:crclmats of the Myxterlous East, written and illustrated by
John Lim. Tundra, 32 pages, $12.9S cloth. This book joins
Tundra’s series of Children’s Books as Works of Art:
Toronto artist John Lim presents the Singapore of his
childhood, with 17 paintings of Life in that city, showing

such exotic persons as the Storyteller, the Fmg Vend& and
the Astrologer. The accompanying text gives young Johnnie’s reaction to these people and their trades.

Miseellaneoua
Salik and his Father, Sallk and the Summer of lhe Song Duel,
SaUk and the Big Ship, and Salik and Amalak, by Keld
Hansen with Catherine Maggs, Breakwater, each 36 pages,
each. 85.95 paper, 321.00 per set! Thii intewting series
presents a fictionalized accmm~of the Lifeof the inhabitants
of Greenland 300 years ago. told fmm the point of view of
Salik, who grows fmm boy to man in the course of the four
volumes. Each volume describes life in one of the four
seasons and contains a supplement giving more information
about the tools, buildings, and wildlife mentioned in the
story. This series is an intemalional project involving Denmark, Greenland, and Canada, and ‘in this country the
books are available in both English and Inuktitut~
Canadian ChUdmo’s Aoounl 1982, edited by Robert F.
Nielsen, Potlatch, 176 pages, $11.95 cloth and 87.95 paper.
The eighth edition.bf the Annual contains the features that
readers now expect from it: a variety Of fiction to appeal tu a
variety of readers (but much.of it of indifferent quality). a
section of intriguing “fa&” (topics this year include Qrey
Owl, puppets, the Roman theatre, and Viking ships),
poetry. comics, and puzzles and a splendid eovec (Arthur
Shilling’s painting, “Nine Faces”).
The Mighty Rdilesin Dinosaur Land, by Emily Heam and
Mark Thurmrin, Greey de Pen&r, 48 pages, 84.95 paper.
Owl readers in our family turn to the Mighty Mites, a
regular cartoon feature in the magazine, right after they
have checked out the centrefold. The Mite children, Nick,’
Sophia and Mark, have invented a secret shrink drink that
will allow them to shrink to any size they want, float on air.
breathe underwater and then return to normal. in their
small form thev have exolored the wonderful intricaciesof
the animal, plait, and iisect worlds around them and conveyed a greai deal of entertaining information to Owl
readersin the prows. In this, their firstbopk-lengthadven-

turn, they also travel back in time and meet the dinosaurs perhaps an unnecessarily dramatic thing for them to do,
considering how much they can teach us about the contemporary )vorld. The book includes a supplement. a detailed
descriptionof dinosaursand the world75 million yearsago,
piepared with the help of Dr. Dale A. Russell, Head of
Paleobiology, National Museumsof Canada. Cl
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Timothy Findley’s fourth novel gives
brilliant new life to Pound’s Hugh Selwyn lMauberk?y,
but the question lingers: why?

By 1A.NlwcLACH.N

Ftmm
hit
Words, by Timothy
Findley, Clar!;e Irwin. 398 pages, $17.93
cloth (ISBN 0 7220 13624).

It’s necessary to start with all tbis
critical short-hand because Mauberley is
the main character - initially, at least in Timothy Findley’s new novel,

avanst~camapublication of the manoscripts of T/S w&e Lund, the realization has .8mwn that “Ho& Selwyn
Maoberley” is the most important
modernist poem in English. As Eliot’s
pompous. defensive smokescreen rose to
reveal a heap of glitteriog and.sometimes
som fragments. Pound’s “Maoberley”
intensified its power to intrigue, faseinate, and frustrate us.
If you vxre to take a whole flock of
Poundians and lock them up io a
seminar room, you would never get eveo
one of them to agree with himself about
“Maaberley.” The poem doesn’t constmct a mean@: it establishes rather a
set of oblique and intricate relationships
betwen the tom wecb
of Europe’s
rvltoml decadence. At the poem’s centre
- though, strictly, it has no centre - is
Mauberley, the summation of the loss of
significance that had overtaken the artist
in the years between 1880 and 1920. Increasingly ridicolous and out of touch
with the pre~orer of politics and war, he
is capable only of creattng irrelevant
milliatUrrS:

Famous Lad Words. Immcdietely, one
recognizes it as a brilliaot idea that

Mauberley is a part of Pound - Pound
the aesthete. Pound the dilettante - and
Pound uses hi as a meaos of pmventing those characteristics from
dOmioatbIg his own Life and art. The
porm is Pound’s stnygle against the
fundamentally trivializiog forces of a
narrowing aesthetic tradition. Twothirds of the way through, he effectively
quits the poem himself and leaves it to
be completed, in ao increasingly
debilitated ray, by his incompetent sorrogate. Pound is freed. it seems, from
the past: freed to express his
materialistic love of art aad Life. his
angry contempt for the bourgeoisie, and
freed too to flip himself ultimately into
the world of fascism and madness.

Mauberley maid oever have constmcted
in its entirety, Pound WBSable to make
the separation complete. Bat why does
Ftiley need thip Maoberley he creates?
Who is Maoberley to him? Dr tb us? It’s
only as the novel progresses, and as our
dissatisfaction with it grows, that these
suspended questions force their way
back into our consciousness.
Initially, however, all our interest is

sparks a variety of possibilities in the
reader’s imagination. Findley has reinvented Mauberley for his own porposes, making him a younger mzm than
Pound’s, American, and a novelist. But
ZX.aWYmZL%Z~
2,‘::
any art& - according to Brecht.
anyway -has the right to steal another
the day of his father’s suicide in 1910.
man’s work, provided he transforms it
“He who jumps to his death has caose,”
in the process. And it’s io that tmnsforsays the note written with a silver pencil
mation that the mats of our initial
that he leaves behind. “He who leaps
excitement grow. Pound’s Mauberley
has purpose. Always remember I leapt.”
was a symptom of a world that had
.Fmm there. the novel cuts fonwd to
apparently been wiped out by the First
March, 1945, with Mauberley fleeing
World War. Fhxlley revives him and
from the collapse of Italy; fmm-his
uses him to examine the way in which
retreating Oarnan all& and from his
thal old world of class and style had not
own wontry’s advancing army. He
hem eliminated after sll, but went on . kms his petulant mentor, Ezra Pound.
dog@ to its power with increasing
behind hbn and heads for the moonrains. He ir pursocd by an ugly woman
avidity for snother 20 years or mom.
(Even now, has its grip bea broken?)
with a razor, though it’s not till near the
Natorally enoogh, Findley’s Mauberley,
end of the novel that we discover why
like Pound, ‘is drawn to fascism, but a
she has been sent to kill him. He takes
fascism attenuated and swetbned by the
refoge in the empty shell of the Oraod
desire to reconcile itself to the pretenca
Elyxium Hotel in the Austrian TimI, aa
aad subtleties of an older aristocratic
almost dead ‘m
stumbling about
tmdtlion. The Duke of Windsor for
am& his memories of the Oarbos. the
Ftthrer?!
Hemingways, and the Maoghsms who
had once lived them. In the prrrent. he is
The concept is a fme one. It affords
effectively held prisoner by the venal
Finaley the freedom to move easily
between the old hypocrisies and the new
maoager and his rat-like children.
barbarism that was rep&log them in the
The novel cuts forward again. only
1930s. In the process there’s a lovely,
two months this time, to a company of
wicked irony: that Pound’s alter ego,
American soldiers who take over the
whom he had used to liberate himself
hotel and find Mauberley’s body, frozen
free the met. should now be used to
solid, with ao iekpick ia its eye. They
expose the political fakehoods that he in
find, too, Mauberley’s memoirs, hll
testament, engraved with a silver pencil
his owe doe course was seduced by.
One’s appreciation of F5ndley’scleverin the plaster walls and ceilings of four
ness may be so .gxat that one suppresxs
of the hotel rooms; It is, in Popndian
the inevitable ouestlon thal has to be out
terms, Maubedey’s own ‘ode pour
to it - at l&t, until much later in ihe
I’dkction de son sepuichres ” but he will
novel. What is the necessary relationship
have no choice of sepolchre until the
of Findley to Mauberley’? In Pound’s
novel is done. The soldiers keep him
ease, the relationship was clear. Mauberfmzen in a pile of snow while they conIcy was the mask Pound might have
tinue to decipher his ‘story, squabbling
become, and by writiing about him, by
all the time about its moral and political
making hi a chamctu in a poem that
significance.
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At the start of the novel. then, there is
this perfectly conceived metaphor for
the role of the artist in a modern social
contest. It’s a inetaphor that is at one
and the same time melodramatic and
satirical, and it g&s Findley a remarkable freedom to manoeuvte among the
various tr+ctolies
of his narrative. Yet
from tbat point on he seems to lose hl
gdp on the intertwined themes that he .
has shown to be so potentially interesting. Or to be able to grip only one
thread at a time while the others dangJe
loose.
I wire those words hesitantly. This is
an ambitious novel and Findley is a
serious writer. The probability is that his
readers vtill misunderstand what he is
doing. A novel that stans from the intricate social and psycbologlcal puzzle of
“Hugh Selwyn Mauberley” will be likely
to mislead us, may do so even with glee.
We cannot expect its fragments to build
themselves brick by brick into a Ioadbearing arch. The arch wiU be ao illusion
created by contradictory free-standing
shapes. and when we shift our position
sl&hrly it will disappear.
Mormver, a novel such as Fmnous
Last Wor& is not simply an intellectual
expetiment. It has bifurcating purposes,
taking as it does a tale of intrigue and

-

wartime espiomtge and diipting
it so
as to open it up to the light of analysis.
The adventure novel .& a form that
reconciles a middle-class audllce to the
suppressed horror of the horId it tests
on. Findley is clearly wncemed to break
that form in such a way that the violeoce
he so passionately abhors will flood back
into it.
AU that is clear. But not, tinally, in
thii novel. I hold it up to the liiht and
try to see through it. I look into it from
different angles. I leave it on its own and
Walk out along the edge of the lake,
turning my back on it, hoping to catch it
offgunrdwhenlswingroundpnd....
And still it doesn’t work. A novel like
this deserves the be&it of every doubt.
Every doubt except the last. In the end
the doubt envelops it all.
There are three main threads that
Fmdley draws out of the superb sym
bolii knot he has tied for usat the beglnnlag. One, recounted in the fuat penon,
is the strand of Mauberley’s personal
reminiscence as he recalls the bewildwed
way in whiih he shuffled headlong into
the elegant and vicious half-world of
tight-wing politics. Mauberley him&f is
hollow. and there is little real interest
either in his political conversion or in his
belated consciousness of what it en-

Fcur&spreSr
APtxtcf&lCUlflC
123 NewWti Rd. Richmond Hill.Cot. L4C 365

low much of ou; &ntioo;
Tiat-in
itself is not necessarily a fault. There are
many novels, after all, that have nonentities at their centre, and Pound’s
Mauberley was just such a devitallled
bore. But Pound’s Mauberley implied
by indiion
another kind of dpamics
altogether. Findley’s does not.
The second thread is the tale of
botched high politics that Maubcdey
recounts: the plot to capture wallis
Simmon and ha waxwork husband. the
Duke of Windsor, and to transform
them into the saviours of fascist Europe,
The telling itself is suspect iu that one
never senses the presence of Mauberley
the oatrator behind it. But that would
ouly be a significant fault in’ a realist
novel. wbiih this is nob The stoty, in
some of its parts, h brilliantly handled
with fine set-pieces of absurdity and flating horror. The relationship between the
cx-king and his despotic mother. Queen
Mary. seems at times to be the one real
emotional eqerimce in the whole book.
Yet one wonders constantly why it needs
Mauberley to tell it at all.
The final narrative thread is the tiresmt description of the soldiers who
occupy the hotel and of theirconflicts
and dreams about what they find there.

In many rays, this ls the most achieved
aspect of the novel. It is surrealistic and
satirical simultaneously, and one finds
oneself \&ishingthere were more of it,
since it mi8ht well provide the focus that
cmdd hold the novel’s divergencies
toEether. Eut Rndley seems particularly
constrained in these scenes, hardly ever
pivinp

them

a

free enough

rein

to

establish a developed relationship with
the rest of the plot.
So we ar? left with fmgments, many
of them very fine indeed. a few rather
dull and pedesttian in their attempts at
historical interpretation. But fragments,
in sum, that don’t mesh or even point
sigificantly
toward each other. There is
neither a meaningful argument nor a
convincingly ims8ined interdependenca
betvwn them. The novel, in consequmce, does not lead to any new insights either into the social and
psycholo8iwl forces that made fascism
such a demandbq necessity in the 1930s.
or into the rclstionship of those forces to
the pressarcs of our own world. Fmdky
affords us some fascinating glbnpsa of
the effects of political perversion; he
leaves the causes hidden. Cl

REVIEW

The River Horsemen. by David
Williams, House of Anansi, 217 pages.
59.95 paper (ISBN 0 887X4qp6 8).
DA\‘IDw~LL,.~us’ssecond novel. set in
the Sakatchewvan of 1937, is a book of
exceptional vitality and intricacy. The
story follows the journey of four
characters - by tractor, car, and canoe
to Saskatoon; it unfolds in
fragments. in the thoughts and
memoties of the ~ravellars.
These aw not the weekend voyageurn
of the beer ads. Nick Sobchuk is the sort
of guy v;ho gets caught showing his
pxker to a ckwmate. He is going to
Sszkatchevxm to tell his3nad. tubercular
mother that his father has just died.
Nick’s own hold on reality also shows
s$nr of slipping. Jack Cann is an
evangelical preacher and healer. haunted
by the ghost of a failed marriage. His

_. -.,. .
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hold on reality is a little looser than
Nick%. Many-birds is a young Indian
whose centre of mnsclousness seems to
lie below his belt. Fine-day (not the Fine
Day, who engineered Colonel Otter’s
defeat at Cut Knife Hill in 1885) is the

__...__~.~

most attractive character of the four as with Jack,. a failed marriage darkens
his past.
Are the horsemen of the title - the
four travellers - the horsemen of the
Apocalypse.? In part, yes. And one of
them is also a kind of Christ. Manybirds is perhaps the most demonic of the
four, though even the ancient, briefly
glimpsed proprietor of “Yin Confectionery” carries the mark of the beast.
Now that his father is dead, young Nick
is Old Nick. Men’s gods are present and
real: the Lord is with Jack the preacher.
the Sun with Fine-day, and Thunderbird
with Many-birds. A character in Jack’s
memory says that Jack II “stirring our
times in with the sacred Revetatiom”
So is David Williams.
It is not only biblical patterns that
reverberat$ throughout the story.
Images and relaiionships recur until
everything echoes. Fathers fail their
children; husbands lose their wives
Indian ls played off against white, and
sanity against insanity. The effect is
dazzling and disturbing, like the hall of
mirrors at the end of The Lady from
Shanghai. It is not surprising, then, that
Williams can’t ahvays resist the double
entendre:
J&k’s voice says out of the midst of the
eye. “Nick, are you all right?”
My eyes open on the sun shining
lhmugh the window.
Eoizhu! Help has wme in the nick of
dmel

Jack is reminded once of oatmeal parridse that was “eruellina.” Sometimes it
might be just as-&eUif %llianis resisted
the temptation.
Williams runs into some problems, I
think, with narrative and with character.
The fragmentary structure impedes the
narrative, sometimes by slowing it down
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this delightful hew adventure,
small children wiU.beentranced
by big pictures in bold and
unexpected colours and by the
lit%upflapsand the surprising
creatures underneath. $8.95

Thii beautiful, bright
and entertainiq pop
up book for all ages contains 6
!-pagespreads,each featuris an
animal with a big, movhig jaw.
It is a gr& simple story,vastly
entertaining to all ages. $6.95
OzuB&SJ
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and sometimes by focusing so narrowly
on inner realiry that external events
become incomprehensible. The novel’s
fortn. in effect, is at odds with itself.
Williams is a first-rate story-teller, and
in the extended fragments from the past
(especially Jack’s and Fine-day’s
reminisce”ccs of courting) the characters
and incidents achieve real authenticity.
It ir ironic that the most successful
fwments take the most steam out of the
overall narrative.
As to character, it is probably unfair
to complain that these people seem, at
tbw., so relentlessly gnnrgy. Grmlginess. nner all, ls real. But it might be fair
to cirh for greater clarity of motivation
for behaviour that ls sometimes, to say
the least, very unusual. There also se~ll
to be occasional lapses in the control of
voice. Would a guy who thinks, “Dad
“ever had the money for no radio” also
think. “The river swerves around a bmd
in there hills and sweeps on, urgent, u”avoidable”? It doesn’t sotmd right to
me.

Thr River Horsemen has so many
strengths that it would be mean-&ted
to dwell on its wealtnases. .David
Williams does alot of things wll. When
he does everything vzellhe is going to be
one hell of a writer. 13
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By JACK BATTEN

Tlie’ Ransom Came, by Howard
Engel, Clarke Invi”, 218 pages, $14.95
cloth(ISBN 0 7720 13610).
THUSIS Howwd Engel’s second novel
about his private eye, Benny Cooper-.
man, and - let me begl” in close on a
personal note - I was biased in its
faiour before 1 began reading the book.
My prejudice is on display among the
blurbs that decorate the back of the
jacket for TheRansom Game: “Nothing
less than the hope and direction of the
best of Canadian crime fiction,” I’m
quoted as having written of the fast
Coopenna” book, TheSuicideMwders.
That’s extravagant stuff, but I’m not
taking it back because, bias or not, 1
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found The Ransom Game a nice advance
over the first book - more complex,
more completely realized, in fact a
signilicant step along in “the hope and
diitio” of the best of Canadian crime
fiction.”
Everybody who’s been exposed to the
htivy publicity that th’e Engel books
have bee” receiving lately must haye.a
Iii on Benny Coopetman by now. He
-es
on 811a bit.of a klutz. Hi looks
aren’t much: a short guy with thinning
hair and a wardrobe that makes Colombo
seun “atty. His eating habits are
pedestrian - chopped egg sandwiches
on white, toasted, followed by vanilla
ice cream - and liquor and sex are
mostly wasted on him. Inside, however,
Benny ls all heart and brains. His
business in Gra”t+mm. Ont. (modelled
on Engel’s home to\bn. St. Cathatines)
runs usuallvtodivorce work, but when a
murder c&mcomes along,~
it’s Benny
who sleuths through the mess, invariably
risking a limb or t&o. and c&es up with
the killer.
This’time out, a gorgeous dame arks
Benny to locate her boyfriend who’s
gone mlssing. The boyfriend ls recently
pamled from the Kingrto” pen, where
he was doing time for the kidnapping of
the heiress of the wealthiest family in
Chatham. (The snatch has faint echoes
of the real-life Nell= Kid”appbig in
Toronto 10 years ego.) what’s suspect
about the missing ex-co” is that the
r&mm money f&am the long-ago kidnapping - SSOO,aOO
- “ever turned up.
cash is hidden. something that gives a
variety of people thotiva for grabbing
him - his three confederata in the kidnapping, the eopo of the local mob, eve”
the family of the heiress.
Benny sets out to run down the possibilities and encountm along the way a
couple of dead bodies, some skeletons in
the rich family’s closet, and a wiety of
other loose ends. By the end of the
book, needless to say, he’s tied up the
loose ends, solved the killings, rattled
the skeletons, fingered the murderers
and, “ot incidentally, found himself. to
his own amazement, in bed with a
beautiful woman.
The differmce between this book and
F,@‘s first is that The Ransom Game
has, to invoke that fancy ctitical desctiptive, more resonance. It’s denser and
offers more narrative depth. Cooperma” remains the same engaging character, but the people and events around
him seem more complicated and involving. Indeed, the book has suggestions of
Ross h@zdo”ald in it. Maedonald’s Lew
Archer nov& r&calve around the
troubles of a family. usually the heartbreaking search for a lost parent. I” the
dame way - though with a lighter t&h
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mar of J.S. \Voodsworth was a man who
could make enemies. Lewis describes a
number of run-ins with perty members
who believedthat the national sccrctary
was too big for his boots: the reader is
left nith the suspicion that they may
have been right. If. In his long career,
Lewis rarely looked back, he did not
look down, either. In a somewhat
distasteful passage he tells us that when
the CCF played host tq Commonrveclth
Labour party leaders in Toronto in
1944. he rcccived an indignant letter
from a local CCFcr. the temperance
leader BilI Temple, mmplahing about a
cocktail party held In their honour. “I
can still hear the Iaughtcr of the ovcrsea.s
delegates,” he writes. “when I reporled
the protest to them.”
Lervis had his ideals. They had been
formed in the sletl lirtcning to his father
tall: soci&m with other Bundists. Hewing to his father’s line, he rcsistcd
Zionism for most of his life; being a
pragmatist, he cvcntually embraced it.
On the eve of Hitler’s invasion of
Poland he argued against convening the
national council; though a Jew and no
pacifist, he %za\vno point in stirring up
opposing opinions.” On the other hand,
he ws quick to support the formation

szdisly your curlousity and your
pssslon nilh a new book about
boo!= and book people
B@&G
by Gerald Donaldson
BCK&G is a treasure trove of
iniormation.thial and serious, _
about booka - thsir orlgina,thalr
authom and raadam.their
dzstructlonand prasarvation.
It is a tribute to booka and book
paople through tha agaa and
provideshours of delightful
reading for Iowa of tha prlntad
l::ord.
Illustratedthmughoul in oolour
and blaolcand whtt.
BO&S
Is the par&t gift for
tha book lovwa on your
ChristmasShopping list
Look f&r E&&S
t?OVJ at flne
boolmtoraswatywhere.

S-M.95
Van No&antl
q .@a
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Ltd. qusltty IDno:;

of NATO, for like his father he was a
almost obsessive antimilitant,
Communist.
In retrospect, he conccdcs. the Communists wcrc phantom rivals. It didn’t
look that way in 1943when he and Fred
Rose wcrc the Jewish candidates in Cartier; Rose won and Lewis came a
humiliating fourth. The experience
made him turn dowo an invitation to run
against the Communists in Winnipeg
North, although the seat had been held
by the CCF for 15 years. “It Is my pcrsonal hope,” he said, l’that if I .should
ever get to Parliamem I should get there
as a Canadian Socialist who happens to
be Jewish.” In thii .book, despite four
auempts, he does not gpt to Parliament.
Lewis had a healthy or perhaps
unhealthy respect for the eleclomte.
“Canadian voters, like tbdr Gods, move
in mysltioas ways.” This was one of his
favourite aphorisms. He seemed to have
preferred fommlatiw policy to participating in general clcctlons. In 1956 he
helped to draft the Winnipeg Dcclaration, which discarded the nationalization clause of the Regina Manifesto.

“People arc afraid of our ultimate
saciallzation objecdves,” he told the
national council.
Lewis discusser the cohduct of only
one clcction. the I945 rout in Ontario
that followed the “Gestapo” broadcast
by E.B. JoIliffe, the provincial leader.
He denies that he was consulted about
the speech, though he was ppzsent in the
Ring Edward Hotel when LIster Sinclair
was polishing ir. He devotes a number of
pages to documents showing that the
Ontario Pmvineial Police indeed had a
maa spyIns on the CCF, and that despite
his denials Prcmicr Drew knew all about
it. Nevertheless, the speech may have
been a tactical error: “I have always felt,
and Jolliffe would probably agree, that
it was a mtstckefo have the tinal script
political &fety phrcqesw&c absent.”
The normal political safety phrases
arc not absent from The GoodFight. It

is a frank book, nor as self-serving as
some political memoirs, but not without
obfuscarion either. Lewis doesn’t satib
factorily explain the CCF’s dccline in the
postwar years, when the left was on the
rise elsewhere in the’world; he does not
discuss the fallurc at alI in terms of his
own mle. He mrrcctly states that the
CCF took up the cause of Canadian
nationalism long before Walter Gordon,
but he later denounces the Waffle in an
aside that doesn’t mention the natlonalist nature of its challenge to the party.
Perhaps he left thii for his ne.1 volume,
along with the question of what happened to his anibition tqnationalize the
CPR. 0
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Diplomatle Passport: More Undlplonatle Diaries, 1946-1962, by
Chadcs Rltchic. Macmlllaa, 200 pages.
512.93 cloth (IBBN 0 7715 95815).
IP DIPMMA~ ARE considered truly
rcprcscntative of their countrymen.
there must be people In France, Germany, the United States, England, and
at the United Nations who stlIl think
that the typical Canadian is urbane. wit;
ty, and sophisticated, with an Inclsivc.
perceptive mind. The man most reapon-

’

sible for this international misappreha
sion Is Charles RltchI.5 whose third
volume of diaries, DlpkmaIic Passpoit,
has now been published.
Ritchii Is one of those rate pmfcsslonals who takes his job, but not
himself, seriously. His senses of proportion and humour stayed with hbn in the
midst -of peace wnfcrencas, postwar
Gcrtnany, and the Sue crisis, and
perhaps he found a rclcasc for them In
writing wmments in his diaries that
could not be even muttered in the
chanceries.
a
This volume includes the years from
1946 to 1962 and extends ~praphhxlly
fium Ottawa, Paris, Bonn, India, and
New York to his native Halifax. During
this puiod and in these places RItchIe
was a member of the Canadian dclegc
tion to the Paris Peace Confereaa,
headed by Mackcnzle King; he was also
under-sxrctary of external affairs la Ottawa,. and ambassador to BOM and.
later, to the Unltcd Nations. About
King, RItchIc says: “He has produced
no ideas and no leadcrsblp. He just goa
through the motions. He seems pinclpaUy concerned with petty fiddle
about
his
personal
faddle
arrangements.”
On Molotov. who was also at the conference: “His eyes were red-rimmed, his
face naked with fatigue. He looked Iike
a weather-beaten Eastex Island mtlnument - but for a momem I had
mistaken the old monster for a hmncn .
bdng.”
On arriving in the city RItchie hi
written: “Returning to the Paris of my
stadent days as a middle-aged oftiuzialis
llkc payins a so&I call on a former
mistress.” And the French, hc says,

.
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“are plainly different From us and For
Formida-bk. They are gay. but not Funny; they make one smile but not laugh;
they a so conventional . . . howev~
revolutionary their ideas may be.”
It v:ould be Fun to quote From every
page of these diaries - they are as
evocative of people, rimes. and placea as
those OFchips Channon. bat unlike his,
they’re not in the kast self-serving.
But Rltchle has never hovered exelusively around tbe oFFlcialworld -his
intemsts arc Far wider spread than that.
One of his best and oldest Friends was
Ellzabeth Bowen. the Anglo-Irish writer
who Frequently appears in these pages.
He was also close to membeni OF the
amazing kIltFord Family, especially
Nancy. the novelist and biographer, and
he rzcaptuns her zany charm.
He has a keen sense of place: “Geneva
ls the musing home of Europe. Who has
not wme to rest their bodies and denw
after storms, amorous or politlcall
Ewy de-throned king. exllti. intelle~
tud, pmscribed politician in Europe For
more than one hundred years.” About
social life in Ottawa: “Buffet supper.
The men off la the comer talking shop,
the wmen on the sofa talking servaats
and babies. No sexy flutters or sentlmental approaches between men and
romun. Flat-Footed good sense tinetared by local hates and irritations.”
And Ritchii pays attention, not just to
wum but to the people involved la
them. His description of a meeting
b?nxrn Conrad Adenauer and Prime
Minister St. Laurent says much about
the attitudes and characters of the two
men. And there’s a winsome Littlesldelight on Nehru who, to please his guests,
show OFF a Tibetan costume and a
I:asbmiri dressing gown.
Ritchie describes a diplomatic needsity of “developing an anonymous public
fact which expresses only cautious
bznevolenc.%controll@ the spasms of
nerrws exasperation or hlgb spirits, gettiw into tbc gmwe, the ambassadorial
groove. It is a game, like learning
German. Whether it is a game worthy of
a grown man I CMnot say.”
Although he has excluded From his
diaries any details about his oftitial
work or negodaticms, in readll them
one is given a vivid Feeling of the actlritles of many governments. bxludii
our own, in many key places of the
ptiod that m$ompassxd the postwar
era, the Cold War, the Suez crisis. and
other international crises. Tbmugh them
all RItchie swmr to swan smmily. only
cccasioaally dipping into moods of introspection or discouragement at human
Frtity.
Perhaps because quite a bit of history
was being made at this time and he wac

in a perfect position From which to view
it, or more probably because Bit&k had
by then matured as deliciously as a wellripened peach, this is so Far tbe most
fastiating of his three volumes. Having
relished and learned. From it, we are
lookblg forward even inore avidly to the
fourth. Cl
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An&lo Branca: The Gladiator OFthe
Courts, by Vincent Moore, Douglas &
McIntyre, 241 pages, SM.95 cloth (ISBN
0 88894 323 7).
1HAYBEwarnw but I Fear that a book
about the life., times, and trials of a
lawypr may not mclte too many people
who are not themselves privy to the
mysteries of the profession. Unless the
lawyer be painted more vividly than in
the tentative, somewhat awed tona used
by Vincent Moore in his biography of
West Coast lawyer Angelo Branca.
Branca wm and is a very good lawyer
tough, tenacious, unbowed by
authority - but he does not quite come
alive in this book or achieve the heroic
dimensions sought. Nor are the excitemeat and tension of the courtroom
brought to life on these pages.
Bat, as I say, I may be wrong. What
may seem commonplace to me, BS a
lawyer, could enthrall a wider audience
eager to be biiiated into the backstage
rooms of our courthouse tbeatres. Certainly, if what a reader seeks is an anew
dotal accmmt of five and a half decades
OFlaw and politics in British Columbia.
the book will satisfy. The anecdotes are
loosely strung, in no wt chronological
order, and ss the reader boubces errantly
From one episode to another, he does
collect a picture of Angelo Bmnca.
semi-retired now aFter nearly 40 years
as a lawyer and another Sozen years as a
judge, Branca can probably claim to be
the preeminent criminal munsel of his
time in B.C. His capacity for work was
prodigious. his ‘commitment to his
Friends - of low rank and hii tiercely strong. He has never been an
aloof man; his ofrice has always been
open to everyone - clients. young
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lawyers seeking ady$c, members OF
Vanwuver’s Italian community who
regard this son of an Italian immigrant
BSalmost a Folk hem.
But Moore’s,portmlt is impressionistic, and it lacks an incisive inner look at
what makes grrat lawyam tie
the
towering ego that must be there, the
deep reservoirs of compassionate cnexgy
that Fuel the drive to defend. It is not
easy to plead the cause of persons
charged with heinous crimes, and only a
truly compasslcmate lawyer can do it
well. It is sad that Moore does not dll
deeper into Angela Branca in search of
these wells ofstrength and compassion.
He has obviously spent many days
with his subject, with a notepad on hk
knee..The best of Branca’s storks, as IP
cbunted to Moore, are self-depmcating.
and Frankly it is a relief to read a
biography OFa lawya whose best ,and
Fmmictt memories involved cc&mom
mishaps. As an example, there is this
sharp exchange between Branca and a
Chinese m&ant in Lllooet who had
tastilied he recognized an accused gold
thief in the courtmom - Braaca’s client:
BRA~.XX
What ww there about the
accused that made you rememberhim7
JIM:I see man’sFace,I can’t miss him.
BRANCA:
What about his face.?
JIM:Same face he got nav.
In his accounts to his biographer,
Branca seems to remember his losses

better than his wins. This is not strange,
because it is probably true that the better
the lawyer, the harder it is to take
defeat; losses rankle and sear the
memory. His most Famous case, the
defence of Form& B.C. Lands Mialsta
Robert Sommers on corruption charges,
ended la a loss despite a heroic battle.
But the reader learns (a statistic that is
almost casually tossed away) that Branca
defended 63 accused murderers in his
career. All but Four were acquitted, and
only two of his clients were ever hanged.
Although Branca never seems to
emerge Fmm this book as a..rd personality, others do - side characters, as
it were. Tom Harley, the hard-drinking,
wonderfully giFted defender of the poor,
was one of Branca’s best Friends. We.
read about such other silver-tongued
c~mtm~m charmers as Hugh McGivem
and Nick Mussallem. And two chapters
are devoted in large part to Mr. Justice
Alec Manson, the feisty, black-robed
judicial bigot who For many years stmclt’
lerror la the hearts of dbfence counsel in
B.C. (He was’ “the worst judge I wet
knew,” writes Moore? an oftk@l court
reporter for many decades.) Manson,
who as attorneygeneral campsigned
against Oriental immigration and can&d
his prejudices with him to the bench,
was known as a hanging judge. He
sentenced 14 murderers to tbe gallows
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and declared. “I never lost a night’s
sleep wer any of them.”
I cannot help but quote from Moore’s
book one of the funniest episodes that
has ever occurred in a Canadian courtroom. It vzas the last day on lhe bench
for Manson. whose retirement was being
forced upon him, sod he bad just
finished sentencing Branca’s client to an
unbelievable

25 years for rape (a
sentence later quashed on appeal). Then
another young man was bmught before

him for sentencing, and although the
jury had recommended leniency. Manson imposed a 1%year term, whereupon

the prisoner’s mother heaped abuse on
the judge., shouting. “You vindictive old
bastard. You old bag of shit. You ought
to be shot.”
As eoun ordslier hustledher away. one
of the lawyers whispered. “It’s Ihe
judge’s swan song. Someone’sgot to
say a few words.” Cmwp Counsel
George Murray rose. and. with easy
eloquence.gave the wledidion. being
able to pay perfectlysincerelribule to a
“fearless and follhrlghl judge” and
‘*one wilh the courage of h& convi~

tionr.”
_
Nicholas Mussallem.whom Brsnea
had asked to ‘&sent him 111the

rentewing, rose and said he wishedto
awxiate himself wilh rhe remarks of
Mr. Murray. AssimantPmsecblorJohn
Davies also rose and said he wishedto
associatehimself with the remarks of
Mr. Murray.
Don Smith, lhe’ official court
reporter, mre. We said he wished to
associatehimself wbh the remarks of
the lady who spokebefore Mr. Murray.

Whereupon, apparently. Manson b0;ue.d
and left the bench forever.
There’s quite a bit of that sort of stuff
here. Lawyers will like it. As a loose collectlon of anecdotes, the book succeeds.
As a biography, it doesn’t. 0

FEATURE REWEW

How to load your table with such down-home
delicacies as milk-fed gull,
seal fliouer
Die.. and beaver Dot roast
__
_

By IhBAR~ Y CTAMPAU
.

v:“ETHERYOUAREa meticulous follower
of instructions or an imprersionistic
creator of mysterious m&nges, cookbooks have a fascination for anyone who
has occasion ‘to chop an onion, beat an
egg, or light a stove. It must be so, for
they pour from the press= BPrelentlessly
as paperback vqlumes of Harlequins.
The current batch is wonderfully
mixed, but we might as well start with
one from an au-weather friend, Ruth
Fremes. It is Whoc’s Coohlng, Volume 2
(Methuen Publications, 152 pages. $9.95
paper). Fremes knows how. when, and
what to cook and makes it possible for
aU of us to go and do likewise. Her
popular television show has gladdened
the stomachs of thousands by teaching
them that wholesome food can be as tantalizing and tempting as overdoses of
caviar and foie grar.
Two of her appetizers jumped right
out at me - a chicken liver p3ti made
with apples and calvados, and a tomato
and gruy2re croustade seasoned with
basil. Her jasmine tea bread combines
grated orange. lemon and ill rinds
with pecans and the tea for a perfect
bouquet. The cheese potatoes with garlic
could make you forget the meat they are
supposed to accompany. The chick&
breasts Florentine will enhance the
dressiest dinner party and, because they
can be pw-organized, you will too.

If you have room for only one cookbook beside your hot plate, this is il. And
if you have shelves full of them in your
counlry kitchen, you’ll still find tbis is’
tbe most thumbed, spotted, and above
all the most used.
Now who can read Dickens without
relishing his descriptions of feasts,
snacks, fireside suppers, and hearty
breakfasts? For his lime and place the

_.- -

man was evidently a gourmet and he
dwelt lovingly on the merib eaten by his
characters, relishing them vicariously.
So what could be more fitting than a
Cbsrles Dickens Cookbook (Personal
Library, 176 pages, $14.95 cloth). It is
compiled and written by Brenda Marshall with perception, loving care., and
wit. The reclpa, stemming from the
stodgiest cuisine in history - that of the
English 19th century - won’t send you
racing to the kitchen, but the.e.xcerpls
she has chosen from Dickens are
delightful. the &planatlons of the
reasons for the dishes are sound and
amusing, the illustrations charming, and
the whole concept is a joy. It ls in every
way a cookbook to read. admire, and
enjoy; it will probably make you realize
it’s been too long since you had a go at
this most durable of novelists.
Good’ to the Last Bite by Marlys
Carruthers, Joyce Krusky, and Lynn
McLachUn (The Happy Cookers Publjshis Ltd., 221 pages). is essentially a
book dedicated to makiig entertaining
easy, but most of the recipes could sem
for family menus 100 a3 they are not unduly complicated or extravagant. The
contents are organizcxl into Brunches,
Dinner Parties, Family Affairs, Late
Nllht Feasts. sod a miscellaneous settion caIled Favourite Things that is
heavy on sweets. Many of the recipes are
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based on good ideas but could be lmproved by less reliance on tinned. corn-

mercial, or dry-mixed ingredients.
Mayommlse, For instance, takes no

longer to make than to buy. and homemade mayonnaise tastes at least twice as

good and EM be seasoned as you like.
Fresh mushmoms areavallablein almost
every market and have a flavour that
never comes through in the tinned.
glutinous soup made with them.
Furthermore, it hardly seems neceswy
to bother printing directions for mixing
P package of Uncle Ben’s rice with tins
of chicken,

celery, and onion

soup

before adding chicken breasts and baking. The mo3 uninspired amateur could
dram up B disb like that on his own
Aod a really nasty concept is that of
sluicing a perfectly good roast of beef
with both dried and linned mushroom
soup along with two cups of water, theocowiog it and lettily it steam itself to
death For three or Four hours.
It’s not all that bad - crusty bmlled
potatoes tti out to be vdnnen. as do
deviled almonds with chutney. curry.
turmeric. and Worcester Sauce. This is a
cbeerfitl, unsophisticated, and easy-toFollow manual (although its subtitle
“Cooking - Slightly Gourmet” is
slightly over-stated)~
A Cullnory Palette, by Joan Mackie
uwitt
Publishing. 212 pages, $34.95
cloth), is a stunning, handsomely lllw
trated volume For the coffee, rather than
the kitchen, table. Miss Mackie contived the idea of askii 65 Canadian
artists For their Favourite recipes and/or
thoughts on Food. Why artists should be
monz responsive about the Food they WIjoy than carpenters or insurance
adjusters 1 don’t know, but most of
them did ante up rather wll. I am certainly grateful to Derek Baant and
Alesuldm Haeseker For their recipe For
Krotetjes, those luscious meat or cheese
aoquett~ 1 almost lived on in Amsterdam. And I was refreshed by Ronald
Bloore’s contribution: “Bloomvich” Heinz ketchup on white bread, no butter, Folded over.
Ian Carr-Harris won me with Nun’s
Chicken Pie, a perfect balance of
scasonin~ and no potatoes. Graham
Coughtry’s Distant Island Soup not only
has a fetching name but 27 dlffereot
iogedients. not includiy marijuana
(v:hcre legal). Jerry Grey’s Cold Green
Meatloaf is an excellent combinstion of
meat, Fresh herbs, and spices. Gerald
Squires who. unlike me, ofteo has kftover moose to cope with% his Newfoundland lighthouse, knows how to
curry It deliciously (if there’s no moose
Iding around in your Fridge, I suspect
brzf could be substituted). Irene Whittome of Montreal takes Food seriously:
“I Fez1a sense of communication in the
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act of catlog. The vibes among people
are importa& so ls the numerology in
how many people gather together to eat
and in what conf.guration.”
Thls is a Fascinating and gorgeously
illustrated cookbook, as well as a good
survey of current Canadian art and the
attitudes of the artists.
Flavours of Newfoundland and
Labrador by J.J. Sharp (Break\mter,
lo8 pages. $9.95 paper) is an austere
reminder of what living virtually OFFthe

rocky land and stormy seas of that area

was like only a short time ago. Fish and
game, potatoes, turnips, and wild
berries were the staple Foods, with Few
iogredlents to spice up or vary their
appeal. Yet, with these limited
resourca, the recipes in this book have a
hearty and often even savomy appeal.

Seal flipper pie For instance: you combine the flippers with Worcester Sauce,
onions, and salt pork to give them a bit
of ring. Beaver pot roast has about the
same seasoning with carrots, turnips,
and potatoes added to give it substance.
But creamed rice pudding sounds as
good now as it most have been when the
rhymed recipe For it appeared in the
Presbyterian
Ladies Aid Society
cookbook in 1927.

6

. . . organized with rare
intelligence and delivers
sound cooking with a deft,
light touch.”

The directions For r&t gull, by the
way, have a Footnote that s& to make it

palatable it is necessary to catch the gull
alive and Feed it on milk or buttermilk
For hvo weeks to rid it of its unpleasant
flavour.
Few of the recipes are of more than
curious interest to those of us who live in
the Fast or frozen Food world of today,
but the sdection of late 19tb and early
20th~century photographs with which
the book ls illustrated are of lasting
historical and sociological interest.
A Different Kettle of Fish, edited by
Gladys Burcbell (The Book Room
Limited, 55 pages, X4.95paper), belongs
in every kit&en. It comains excellent
standard recipes and even better innova-

Marc& Hazan
Volume i
- $10.95

lions. Codfii

Pie Supreme (Fresh cod.
onion, cheese, rice, and curry) is a
rev$ation of flavours, economical to

make, and elegant enough For a dinner
party. Fresh stuFfed haddock with
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orange is a distln8cished way to serve
another femlliar fish, as is sole with
cashews. The recipe for fried cod&h
balls is a simple and foolproof method
for tiling one of the best breakfasts in
the world, end fresh mackerel basted
with bmwn sugar and cider is downright
exotic.

The Maritime women who contributed
to this book arc inspired. imaginative

causei

cooks and they could &fly
boom
in the eastrmast tishing industry. This is
an asential volume both for those of us

I
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who love fti and for those who think the
fmzec fsh stick has said it all.

HICRCRY DlCl&lY
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Pzt Pcttwecn and Joe Weissman
Familiar nursery rhymes turn Into
puzzle8 and games In this lnventlve
and entertaining new picture book
32 pp. Full dour throughout. 8-x It”
s.S5 Paper

WIGWTYL~lTlXlIN
DINCSAUW LAND

.

Emllv Heam and Mark Thurman
rhheinc~edlble shrlnldng Mites, OWL
nagazine’s most popular characters,
travel65 million years into the past In
:hls comlestrlp adventure. For ages
#ixto 12 45~~. Fulloclcurthmughout.
i”x II”
S4.s paper

The latest book In the OWL True
Adventure Series, about a young wild
slallion. SeafIre, and hls new family.
Survival Is dlffloult for thls vrlld herd.
but the ending will bring smiles to all
children who love hones. For ages
SIXto 10.20 ~c:curPhotos. 53l4”x 7:’
S5.95 Cloth
53 PP.
WELSON CANADA LIl!llTED
1120BilShnIDY”,
Rd.scnbnLwgh.
on!.YIK 5w

ches,.and soaks. and there is also a list
of txsmtial staples and utensils,
Clew’s Linguine al Carbonam is so
good it could be used BPa .mincical
_ dish

TOImy

meal.

Be Your Chvn Bertender. From tbe
Land of Rum and Big F&s, by J.
Mark Boudreau (Atlantic Nova Print,
119 pages, $6.95 paper). ls as engaging
and bemusing as its title. It contains all
you wanted to know but diin’t know
exiough to ask about drlcks and drinking. Never mind the rtipes for Aogel
Kisses end Bronx co&talk, get ri8bt to
your allowable numbei of drinks per
hour per poundsge, what tie to drink
with wldeh food and whennot to sip it at
all. what equipment you need for yair
do-it-yourself bar end how to stock it,
how to cure a hangover (you can’t),
toasts for occasions you never dnwnt
of, party tiPs that indicate that mm is
only drunk with cole, vodka with SevenUp, and whisky with ginger ale.

Jehane Benoit. with her heah
approach to food; always delights me.
Her latest book. MYGmndmother’s RRthen (McGra\v&ll Ryerson, 83 pages,
87.95 paper) has a special personal
appeal as it in&da many of the oldfashioned, French-Canadian dishes on
which I grew up. Apple pancakes, for
instance, with their whiff of cinnamon,
tind
&of Sunday morning treats,
dnd her stuffed beef roll is an exact
duplicate of the one served and relished
at home, a0 is her jellied chicken. I
didn’t remember her sour cream apple
pie but I can’t imagine why we didn’t
have it: it’s the best version I’ve tested of
that oftm mutine desserr Hot milk
toast we often had and relished. but how
much more we would have fancied it if
our cook had beenas clever es Madame
Benoit end added a dash of brandy or
rum to it.
As always. her “Tricks of the Trade”
are invaluable: how to make aromatic
salts or apple peel vinegar, the power of
a pinch of sugar. and the se&t of homemade orange and lemon extract.
Allhocgh I live alone and, fmm time
to time, whip myself up a reasonably
good meal, the menus io The Solo Chef
by Val Clay (PrenticeHall Madison
Press. 144 pages. $6.95 cloth) are good
enough to share with your best friends.
They me designed for the lonely diner
but can easily be doubled and quad&they a& quick and deli&ous. “Th;
Food Connector” at the back of the
book is a marvellocsly practical pimniick. It tells you at a glance exactly what
ingredients to have on hand for any
number.of main me&, suppers, lun-

As extras there an punches for every
slgc in the zodiac (mine sounds almost
too ywmny -r pineapple, cumwo.
cherry juice, mm, and champ&g@ and
songs for suiffed sopranos, tipsy tenors,
and cmpuIocs quartets - ranging from
“Old MacDonald had a Fen+ to “0
Come All Ye Faithful.“It is a beguiling
book .and M. Bcudrrau ls my favcwite
barman.
By contrast, we have The Non-’
Drinker’s Drlck Book by Gail Schloler
(F’ersonal Library, 176 pages, 810.95
cloth). It,is based on a good idea fewer and fewerpeoplq seem to be into

booze these daya, yet the.& newx
seem to be many attractive alternatives
offered, at perties, to hard liquor or
tine. Mrs. Schiola offers us any
number of substitutes, many of which
are simply fruit drinks made by throwing
berries or pieces of melon into a blender i
in a varies of combinations. She also
.
suggests whipping up brewer’s yeast or
yogurt with fruit or vegetablea, ariations, of tea, cocoa, and coffee, snd
several party punches.
Many of these drinks sound ze~Q and
piquant, but some have ac akmingl~
h&b sugar content and others sound a
bit far-fetched (dates or prunes blended
u&b milkl). 1 wes happy that she included dimlions for cold water tea and
sun tee, both of which bring out the
the
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excnce of the leaf as no boiling

water

can. But as m avid iced coffee addict, I
vw appalled that she says quite blithely
to add a heaping tablespoon of sugar to

each glass b&e
serving it! To those of
us without a sweet tooth, that would
ruin what is otherwise the world’s most
refreshing drink.
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someor all of these books should gI:ve
you. your friends, and your family a
happy holiday season of dining and
drinking. 0
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It seems inevitable that someday
someone would come up with an art book
about books as works of art

By CHRISTOPHER HUME

ONLS

ANDS

V,ARHOL

come3

t1ose

to

Michael Snow’s flair for the ordinary,
the drab, and the ugly. And only
Michael Snow add have designed a
book cow as dismal as this one. Otherdrc. Tim Guest’s Books by Artists (Art
Mccropole. 125 pages. 512.00 dOth) is a
particularly interesting and important
natement about books as art. Written to
accompany a tmwUing exhibition of the
samename,its intention is “to provibe
the reader with a sampI& of information on artists’ books. and to describe
the porsibilities of the genre.” It also
contains an essay written by Germana
Celent in 1973.
As Guest points out. “artists’ books
constitute a highly varied contempormy
art form.” Those he documents range
from published notebooks and manifestos to books that “utilize the
sequence of pages to produce a stream
of abstract imagery.” One of the earliest
v;orks included is Marcel Duchamp’s
~7re.mBox, a collection of notes by the
artist that form a biirre and scrambled
set of instructions to his painting “The
Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors,
Even,” one of the most analyzed canwzes of the 20th century. Halifax artist
km Mormonis represented with his 1974
book Image clnd App@amnce crf lhe
Human Eody by Schiider. Murray went

through this medid terxt and crossed
out @holeLinesand sentences. msltmg it
a readable and sometimes profound
treatise on ‘%nage and appearance.”
Mauririo Nannucci’s Universum.’
Volume 1/Vohmw 2 is a book bound at
both ends. It cannot be opened; the co”tents will remain f-a
mystery. One
of the but is a volume entitled 32 of
1640, by Toronto artist John orcysOn.
Hi book consists of 32 form letters written by Ym elderly female alter-ego.”
The cold impersonality of the letters

,.

._ ..i______-.

stands In stark contrast to their content.
The page illustrated in Goat asks, “Do
you remember SeIina MacAndrews?”
The text condImes:
She was in our grade E classat Wonnaught Hii. in the school year
B
The subject was Chnnirlry if
memmy serw me cormctly. I had a
dream about ha last nigh1for the lirst

time in years. At the time. I was very
muchin lovewithher. but peer pressure
demandedthat I treat her like an outcast, as you did. as everybodydid. . . .
The pages can be ripped from Greyson’s
book in the manner of a telephonemessage pad. The dilemma of form versos content is at the very heart of this
smaIl but brilliant work.
A late eontender in the heavyweight
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division. and a good bet to take the
championship, is the massive Boloff
Beny- opus -6dyssey: Mirror of the
Meditermnemn (McCleUand & Stewart,
371 pages, 5100 cloth). It’s as smooth
and beautiful, arrogant and overwhelming. as Muhammad AIi a decade
aGO. In fact, reders are advised against
f@ting it. Instead, they should get cornfortable and prepare to enjoy. Think of
Odysy as a cheap trip _ 5100 may be a
lot for a book, but it’s not bad for a loxmious and sensual journey through the
historic lands that skirt the M&amwan. Beny clearly prefers tbii
and
views to’ people. His sense of texture
might be his grretest asset. Whether
shooting the soft surfaces of ancient
Hellenic scolptum or the baroque clutter
of 17th~century Genoa.
Benyahvaysgets
the right angle, the proper perspective.
Cecil Beaton commented On Be&
“exceptional eye for idyIIic beauty.”
O&my is a testament to the truth of
Beaton’s remark.
Canada from llw Air (Hm’tig, I28
pages, 529.50 cloth). with photogwbs
by LA. Kraulis and text by Bo Curtis,
gives a bird+ye vinv of the different
regiom of our diversecountry. Patterns
imperceptible at ground-level emerge in
this rather novel seriw of e~po.wrcr.
Ploughed fields and housing subdivisions make excellent and unexpected
subjects. The junction of Highway 401
and the Don V&y Parkway in Toronto
looks like a vast network of flowin&
grey veins. The Citadel io Halifax is
revealed as a Iarge star-like constmction,
perhaps a huge armoured amoeba
swimming in a sea of green matter. And
then the&s what Laurier L.aPiem has
called “the tallest free-standing penis in
the Commonwealth” - the CN Tower.
For once, it looks small.
Canada’s only superstar architect,

~_.__-I_-.--_.____I-..-
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Arthur Eriel;mn, is the subject of Edith
IglauWs E?ven Btones (Iiarbour Publlshlw I20 pages. $29.95 cloth). Iglaaer
fwt wrote about Erickson for the New

Yorker 13 years ago. She describes him
as “a witty, semi-mystical, not at all

humble man in his add-fifties:
If ha
reads this Erickson will probably
become awn less humble. There is
nothing. it seems. the mna catma\ da
better than practically anyone else. But.
then Erickson iF a superstar.
He first came to intemational prominence in 1965. when Simon Fraser
University opened. It was his tint major
commission and he made tbe most of the

opportunity. If before he bad bean considered “too dreamy” he suddenly
became a red hot item. Sacs then
Ericl:soa’s “consistently inconsistent”
stractaras have sprung up all over the

the current one being the new
Massay Hall now under construction in
downtown Toronto.
Seven Stones is an awaptionally wallillustratsd book and will undoubtedly be
much sought by anyone with awn a
passing interest in either Erickson or his
axcbitecture. Iglauer, who statas ‘right
off the bat that she ls not a serious wltic
of architactara, has obviously been very
impressed by what she has seea and by
the man who produces it.
The Art of Robert Bateman (Penguin,
178 paw. MO.00 cloth) ls what most art
world -

don’t have to be Gray Owl to know
what’s on their minds:
I w&l 10 show the bull moole as P
dark. menacing presence. bar with his
sttention directedtowardsthe cow. She
is in an ungainly pose with her head
lowered and with s somewhat reptilian
demeanor. Nelths of them PR very
beautiful by human stsndsrds but they
yo”

books would be if they could. It presents
a balanced and likable portrait of a man
aad his art. With aa introduction by
Roger Tory Peterson. text by Ramsay
Derry, and notes by Bateman himself.
the book covers all angles. Bateman’s
wildlife paintings each come with the
artist’s written comments. which are
usaatly intelligent, inclslve, and abso-

lutely delightful. Bateman combines the
learnlag of a naturalist with an snist’s
sensibility. He also happens to have the
skills newsary to reader his subjects
faithfully. Unlike maay of hi contamporarles, Bateman manages to avoid
cut&ass. In “Autumn Overture,” for
example, a male and female moose starr
intently across a pond at each other, and

’are 81their priinein rattingseswn. sad.
presumably, are very appealing m each
other.

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder,
but noi wan a moose would disam
that TheArt ofRobert Batemanratesa
one of (he finest art books in a long

time. cl

ItOBOT,byJau Plenkawsld.
A delighllul, S-D, mwnble pkture be4 in
brlsht. bold wlolm

UNSEEN VERSAILLES by Debomh
lwmvlue.

Infmducmrytext by Lo& Auch&la~
Text combiied titll rtvnntng*dram”
photagnphy revealrocmrd Vermilk3
never m by the public
mpnolar ssLwo
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Robert Krbetsch’s selected poems reflect the barrev
newness of the prairie, and the poet’s
,
struggle to create a self out of its ‘absences’

By ALBERT MORIlZ

Field Notes, by Robert Kroetsch.
General Publishina. 144 uaaes, S9.95
p”pzr (ISBN 0 773cOOSS4j. -

THIS IS A WELCOMEbook, not only
because it collects Robert Rmetsch’s
vivid and important poetry, but because
Field Nom

inaugurates a promising

sericr of

poetry books by a major trade
publisher. General Publishing’s Spe
trum Poeuy Sties is announced as Bn
ongoiy pmject that will present hvo
books per year (the second in 1981 is
DmmningE17ckwads.a selection of Eli
Mondel’s poems).
Field ~VoIesis Kmetsch’s “collected
poems.” It contains nine long poems,
oxranged az “&Id notes l-8” and a prologue, “Stone Hammer Poem,” from
Kmetsch’s first book. AU but three of
these poems have appeared dnce 1975
(when Kmetsch was already 48) as small
bool:s from such presses as Oolichan,
Turnstone, and Coach House. The s&ction engapingly displays Kmetsch’s wide
range as a poet, his supplely shiftiig
toner, his seriousness, humour, and
irony, his talent for epigram, lyricism,
dtisription. and narrative, hi formal inventiveness, his learning. and his deft,
unassuming way with a” allusion. His
decision to present his poetry as a” accumulating single work is justified, as was
Yeats’s, by the continuity of its themes.
and by the gathering. self-retkxive
avxencss that intensifies these themes
in and through all variations of style and
for”?.
Throughout his book I&etsch confronts the mute innocence of earth and
the baffling presence of this (natural
yldlor divine?) enigma joined with a
human person in woman. The microcosmic theme of love and the difficulties
of embodying it in a sexual relationship
are linked with the terrible social pm
blem of vwthily husbanding the land.
A second, closely related, nexus of
concems nmre or less completes the
survey of Iiroetsch’s intellectual
“field.” To teach himself how to hu+
band. he look for the help of a history,
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a tradition, a memory, a n&e. This
search occurs primarily in the first two
major poems, “The Ledger” and “Seed
Catalogue.” It leads to what can only be
described as a” agony of not-fmding,
although the pain is p&dally concealed
or denied in the later poems through
strategies of self-deprecation, irony. and
ambiguity that become ever more prominent as the work adva”ces.
In hi prologue, Kroetsch begins with
a” attempt to renmve himself as poet
‘to see in-all irevious &ltures, and to

achieve personal innocence. Conternplating a stone-age hammer, he notes
that everyone before himself “did

not/notice
that the land/did not
belong/to the Indian who/g&li~tc%e
C$uu(F
a price) who/gave it to tke
. . . and so on. Kmetsch identities
the poem with the hammer: a thing
shaped by man, but in its basic identity a
mute object of ~natiue, surviving the
generations of men and their pride..
But it is this very presumption of
innocenk, thii idealization of the poem,
that is progressively criticized and - at
‘least for the time being - rej#ted as
Field Notes unfolds. I” “The Ledger”
and “Seed Catalogue,” the poet is
gradually implicated in his society: he is
its product, though not “ecessa& its
most useful or praiseworthy product. At
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the seme time ids society (satlemmt
Alberta) is seen to be impoverished,

The central element of Kroetscb’s
perception is the “Or vice verse,” BPin

despite ita valuable quelities; ‘and to be
goilty with regardto its handling of the
land. It suffers from a grievous loss of
memory of possibilities and duties.

this masterful oneline recapitulationof
lyricismreminlscemof MallarmC:

his culture in a ttsr of

“The first attempt to study
Erickson’s work at any length, an
the first to provide, in the best
Mew Yorker tradition, a portrait of
the man . . includes many fine
photographs.”
-Anthony Robertson, CBC Rad
“Gracefully and engagingly,
lglauer draws us deep into the
profession of one of the most
interesting artists in the country.”
-Robert Fulford, Toronto St
“Infused with genteel eloquence
. . . beautifully laid out in a photo.
crowded format that combines th
best elements of text and coffeetable book.”
-Mark Harris, Vancouver St
l?iCW AVAfbABbE

$29.95

iHE BCGK ON THE
XNADIAW CONSBI-iWTIOP3
WCD“WESTERN AibUEP4AllOW
,y George Woodcock
Zanada’s foremost man of letters
ooks at the constitutional debate
rom a westerper’s vieivpoint and
:!arns that unless the new
:onstitution is revised to give the
)rovinces more room to breathe,
‘egional separation will become
lot only thinkable but unavoidablr
CdOW.wzaJ9ztLE

S&e5

includes ewnthii

that

from silkwvonns and

selIb% ship; to_Aeneas, the pious
culturebringer end p~ener of ancient
gods. In “The Ledger” the poem still
seems “a scaffokling/in the chaos.” By
the end of “Seed CeteIogee,” which is
in fact a catelogue of the %ed’a
dilemmes that give tire to the later
poetry, Kmetscb sea only the berren
newness of the prairie iandscepe, ontouched by the depredations of e slap
dash coltwe that hes accomplished
nothing except to klUtbe innocent Adam
end Eve within the woeId-be poet, and

he is at a loss to know hovr Lo create
hif
out of the shambles.

green hemme
bhle. or vicevr#m.

Here, for Instance, is the longing for
pure experience, for escape from
memory’s burden: “. . .o Lo be mere
gerund; no pest. no fuuue: what do you
do in life: I iog. . . .” The espimtion is
mocked, bur rhe pamdie echo of Ihe.
poet’s proud “I sins” keeps corda
with fhe longed-for but disbelieved ideal
of a tndy human cuhure. The Sad
Phomlcian directsbis mdless voyage to
the contredictoiy goals of atavistic innocence end the City of Men.

.---

Kmetsch gives us e whole intellectual
history: Lhesurrenderof mind end spirit
to the overwhelming presence of the
pbysiial, tbe ensuing psychoanalytical
suspicion that lbe spiritual ls merely a
repressiveidealizedon of the physical.
the inability to decide, the decision to
establish e new “way” of phpical and
emotional inlmsity. The “Or vice
versa” stands for the inability to decide,
the lmny of the honest modem poet
when he confronts relativism, which
pretends to have demolished paa faiths
when in fact relativism itself is es
“relative” as any dogma.

Afterwad the book does not mcover
01 develop from this crux; rather, il
In a sense. then. “Or vice versa”
explores the emptiness. the overwhelm.opens the door to hope, to conversion
ing difficulty I&&&
has found.
by a tradition that can save. But at Ihe
“Iiow I Joined the Seal HenI.” for inSame lime it is a trap; a vest empty
etmce, is a tie-couiic dissection of
space, the desert of doubt and suspicion
prbnbivlsticlonginp, the desperateselfconlr&ic~ory desire to achieve, to a of everything. Foimelly, stylisticaUy,
Kmetscb’s poetry moves toward ambimany, mbnal innocence. The mockguity. and simultaneously towerd a bitstevensieo “sketcha of e Lemon”
ter satkiqtion of Lheself end Lhesociety
ditherspwposefolIy to satirizethe major
that can do nothing mozthan dwell In
preteosion of .modem lyrlcismz the
iIs confusions. The fmel lines of Field.
achievement of a temporal salvation
Note9 are these: “0 nesting torigee/ ’
ulrough sensual i&n&y end poetic
hatch the world,” and their gloss. “and
fomt, that is, a “way of se&g.”
now/the lovers/find/the perfect/glacier
Kmebh’s finest achievemat, “The
/of ell/their/once/ambi~ions.”
Sad Phoeniclen,” ir a largermeditation
The question this poetry ultimately
on the same basic dilemma:the misrmst
raises is that of rhe poet who has
of (and dlssocietioo from) all older
registered the emptiness of hiitime, bur
tmdidons, the sense of the failure of his
who nonetheless seems to lack t(~e will,
own traditions - modem AIberia and
the basic seriousness. Lo r@jeclredically
modern literary Intellectualism. The
what he hap radicellycriticized. Through
effort to &make tbe world fmni scrach
analysis and autobiography and laughter
ends in equivoeality and confusion,
Kroetsch has demolilhed
today’s
pride and emptlnesx

Tbls remarkable poem encapsula&s
many ,of the isso= of modem poetry.

Harbolir Publishing
Eox 219
Madeira Park, B.C.
VON 2H0
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ironically reduced Pmmelheanism, but
thus far he seems. inerely par&xl
by
the sense that there is nothing b&era.
The degree of struggle that hi poetry
ventures, both in form end content, with
other I&lions in their full strength,

however, is negligible. He has yet to
show the willingna
to stand before
anything thsl ten say to him, “You
must change your life.”
But Kmetsch is seeking; he cannot be
content wilh Lhepurely aesthetic resolulion’, which is all rhe “modern
tradition” offers. He clings to the
possibility of the earth, the wholeness of
man. end he longs to be in his speech
rvbel he is in his .silmce: “Silenr Poet,
she tells me. YOUare the weat keeoer.
the wellspring of wes, the-guardian oi
ought.” 0
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F’lnmcsAcro~ri the Border, lOl3-1814,
by Pierre Berm”, McClelland 8: Stewart.
492 p@es, S24.95 dolh (ISBN 0 7710
12446).
P,EB”EBE”KI~Jwouldn’t be B pmblun
in the United Statesor Great Britain. In
Canada he’s something of a rare breed
- n serious but notcscholarly historian.
Elsewhere he would be labelled rithout prejudice - a popular writer
mnd,Y such, be accordedB wmfortsble
and secure niche in the country’s critical
litemry ms.ke41p.I” literary das+dde”
Canada, however, to be popular is
almosl a” epilhet. to be conune.rcidly
succcssfida wmton curse, lo express
oneself in a clear, unduttered prose
Gthout on overlay of protective notes,
&in to cmss exhibitionism. Too many
Canadian professional historians,
whether they toil in university departments or cluster in govemnient institutions. regard lhennelves BS the sole
certified guuardisns, explorers, and
exhibitors of the wuntry’s past. Their
own kind may occasionally stoop to
addressthe public galleries, but for ~II
outsider to assume lheir austere and
v:ei_chlymantles is anathema.
Berm” is Such B” outsider and each
time one of his books is published it
mu11 run B critical academic gau”tle.t.
The bless me not softenedby the polite
apologies;md curl bows to his writing
%biUty” that usually accompany revies of his books. That Betton survives
os wU a he does is a tribute to his
rerexch and writing skills and, from the
riwpoint of the book-buying pubUc,
somethingof a” indiclment of the academy’sauthority. The truth is that Berton
is B careful, resourceful, and capable
“smdl-h” historian, with an eye for
detail and B tendencyto overemphasize
lbe colourl-ul. These are no1 substantial
crimes.Professionalhistoriansloo. after
dill. make errors of detail and interpmtalion; what their professional training
provider that amateur such as Bertun
must strive for is perspective,the ability
to see ritldn and without events, to
understand conlexl and. as a result, to
fashion a more balancedpicture. When
Benon is sble to achieve that balance,

his judgment and intelligence produce
fust-rate historicalwo& -by anyone’s
measum.Khdike shows such abilities,
as do stretches of his railmad tracts, and
the two volumes that comprise his treatment of the War of 1812, the second of
which is cunsidrxed hem.
Professional historical critiques are
only part of tbe problem for the serious
non-scholar, however. The real diffdty lies deeper. Despite his popularity
Berton, and the few others like him,
must scwnble to fti an audience in
Canada, just as the CBC must scramble.
or educetio”aITV, or seriousmagazines
.a”d periodicals. Buton dots it without
govemment subsidy; others are not so
fmunate. What is missingin Canada’s
scatteredpopulaceis Bcohesive,serious,
but not scholarly, intellectual community. As a result we abandon too many
matters of crucial concern. especiallyin
termsof culture and criticismollhe mts,
to the so-called professionals. The
-s
lodgenot so much in an@es of
Canada’s rough-hewn northern character 8s in the country’s vast size mid its
relatively-small population - as an
Englishapeaking population we me not
much bigger than Australia, afle~ all.
The critical portion of thit small .
population is no diife.ient from that of,
say, the United States. The percentage
df people who support the mts, go to
theatre, ballet. concerts, read cballenging books is vhtually the same.. But t
becauseCanada’s numbersare so small
‘the critical publie is IO per cent of the
size of that of the United Stales, onethird that of Biitain. These numbers
simply 8” not great enough to support
independent critics, or lo give much~
foundation for journals, or lo bolster a
cultural life ap& from institutions like governments and the universities.When
one mixes in Can@& continual curse
- too much geography- the problem
is compounded.In other words, them is
no easily defined place for s.erious
writers like Berton in this country and so
he is raked continually by those who
should really leave him to his selfdefined task and gel on with their own
work.
And so what must I/zb university
historian sayabout Betton’s most recent
volume? By scholarly standards it is
wanting. Berton does not give us as
much of the European backgmund to
events in North America as lie might.
After all. the whole war could be viewed
as an extension of Britain’s Napoleotdc
woes. Moreover, there is too much con- *
centration on Upper Canada. which
admittedly was violated and tampered
with. unlike the Maritimes. But the
Maritbnes wss scarcelythe calm. orderly
spot Berlo” suggests by omission.
Finally, and most seriously, the book
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Lnillustrated guide compiled
;ndresearchedby PhoebesHiche~
‘he first comp&“rive
guide to
he Monarchy to be sptiially
vritten for children. It answerslhe
:indsof questions that the over 50
sttersper week to the Queen
adicate are most fascinatingto
,hildren. All ages.Photos and
1luslrationsin colour.
$11.95clot

PUBLISHING LIMITED

Calgary, Albartal3A

X3

TM;
stunning
collaboration
by
renormcd
Cenedian photographer
Roloff Beny and distinguished historic-.1 rcholar Paw Gunn lavishly

esk.bmtez the must dllinctlve
Chumhcouf Rome. More than 160
photographs with 32 ~88% In vivid
culor.
s8B.95

“STITCHESIN TIMEban

engrossing
Canadian diplomat,
Arnold Smith, and his lnvolwments
In turbulent WentD bstween ,865
and 1975 . . . It is a frank sccount,
~upsrbl~ wltten
in collaboration
record

Of

a

vrlth Clyde Banger. Ottawa currerpandent of The Guardian’ and 71s
Economist’ of London.. .STlTCHES
IN TIME IS enlivened bv tldblts of
diplamatlc ploys . . . a political
mamolr, not an official mpon on
his ticvwdship.
Its candor should
delight pmtaganlsU of freedom&-

Infurm3lion rasklng light on recant
:emitlve ksura . . .” - Sfdney A
Fmlfdd,

Glaba and Msfl

SC?485

A~~Jlzble St batter bo& stem.

and it is not always dear
what should be highlighted and what
ignored. If there is a certain exhiIaration
at being fit in the field, it is tbe
exhilaration of working without a net.
Historians Bothwell an& English and .
political economist Drummond face this
problem in their survey, and they are not
wholly successful dealing with it. There
is rally no theme to this book, no cornpelling argument that binds it together
and draws the reader along. Instead we
are treated to an overview of the period,
a book with the scoge of a textbook and,
unhappily, the blandness as well.
The authors arc must mntideut, and
most instructive. when discussing ‘.
politics and political
economy.
Monetary and .f~cai polii, federal
budgets, foreign policy, dombdonpmvincial relations - these are the nuts
and bolts of the book, just as they are
the nuts and bolti of government in
Canada. MarshaIling reams of statistics
to. make their points, they measure and
evaluate ewnomic performance and give
some insight into the social changes that
have taken place since the war. .
Bothwell et a/. are less successful
when they try to write history with the
politics left out. A chapter on popular
culture id the 194Os,for instance, is particularly expendable. It tells us that the
Canadian Forum had 2.000 subscribers,
booze in night clubs had to be in bmwn
bags, and the movies were cheap. but it
says nothing about the style or the current idear of the ptiod.
The book is organized around the
tenures of the various prime ministers
who have held office since 1945. Each
,
period is divided into sections on
polities, economics, foreign policy,
culture, and so on. The boo& presents an
ordered and useful summary of events,
.
REVIEW
and if it includes little that is new it does
remind us of much that may have been
forgotten. Federal budgets are assessed,
important policies are recalled and. at
least in the Iirst half of the book, we
meet some of ‘the littleknown mandarins who hav0 wielded considerable
influence in Ottawa.
This organization seems logical
enough, especially since one pf the
points madoin the book is the growing
.power of the central govemment afier
the war, but it has the disadvantage of
Cunadu Since 1W: Power. Politics,
ignoring the most wlourful politicians
and Provlnclsllsm. by Robert Bothwell.
produced in the countq during -the
Ian Dmmmond. and John 6nglish.
period - such provincial premiers 85
University of Toronto Press, 489 pages. * Maurice DOpIe&, “Wacky” Bennett,
519.95 cloth (ISBN 0 8O2O2417 3).
and Tommy Douglas. These men make
onb cameo appearan?, yet to those of
THEREIS AN owtous risk authors take
us who lived in one of their lirovinces
they are a more vivid part of our recent
when they choose to write the history of
the recent past. The ground is still
history than any prime minister. 1 would
moving under their feet. Time, and
have’thoughr that to understand the
other historians. have not identitied the
country one would have to come to

clahns to be social history. To me it is
simply, plain old-fadtioneh military narrat&. There is no real attempt to ,
analyze the structure and attitudes of
Canadian society at the time, particularly those of French Canadians. Moreover, one has scarcely any idea of the
underpinning of tbe t&cent society what was its economic bare. was it
changing under the pressures of war;
why did a country, in the case of Upper
Canada, that was threetifths American
in origin not welcome their southern
cousins with open arms? The essential
conservatism in the Canadian character,
well-exhibited in the War of 1812, might.
have been better explored.
Otherwise, aside from quibbling over
details, the book appears a first-rate,
exciting, even gripping ecmunt of what
was after all a series of very nasty and
bloody skirmishes, indeed a near-civil
war for those who had the, misfortune to
live along tbb Niira
frontier. Berton
makeJ slips, but so would a professional;
He has the date df Sir John Harvey’s
knighthood wrong, Toronto’; harbour
only had one entmnce.(henn its deskability), and frequently he scrambles
military and political ranks. I find the
use of the historical present tense which does give an immediacy T rather
a tiraome trick but that’s an opinion
and not a judgement. Frankly the book,
indeed both books, make an entertain‘ing, occasionally thought-provoking
read. And I hope that Berton will continue to produce and to find that elusive
and mysterious clutch of Canadians who
are interested in such iatters. 0
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terms with the likes of there men.
Readers from outside Ontario will not
find much about their regions here.
Another organizational problem involves the use of statistics. The editors
are as much to blame as the authors for
the awkward way statistics are incorporated into the narrative.I would defy
any but the most dedicated friends of the
authors to slog their way through the
swamp of numbers that begins thls
book. It is one thing to provide a framework for understanding the period. but
it is quite another to make a book
unreadable. Throughout the book the
narrative is all too frequently lost in a
blizzard of figures. The authors seem to
thiil: that the way to introduce a subject
is to quantify it. The book would be
Gastly improved if a lot of this number
crunching was removed to an apdeudii.
For the most part the authors are not
argumentative. Their assessmentsof the
prime ministers, for instance, are
take
may be considered
sial positions. The first of these relates to
the October Crisis of 1970. After summarizing the sorry events, Bothwell et al.
support unequivocally the use of the
War Measures Act and the Liberal
gownment’s
actions throughout the
crisis. They reject the notion that the
ordinvy provisions of the Criminal
Code vxre sufficient and condude
uncriticalIy that the government acted
“wisely and properly.” I~ustlces that
may have occurred were the fault of an
o*:erzeaJo”spolice force.
It is astonishing that anyone could he
so complacent about a” issue around
which the Gads of controversy still
.wirl. but complaceucy is the prevailing
mood of this book. None of the lssua
that aghated the 1960s and ’70s seem to
have ruftled Bothwell and his associates
- not the FLQ crisis, not the ecology
movement, not student activism, not
double&it
inflation, not anything.
Activists of dill stripes. in fact, come off
rather badly. The authors are insuf-

fwably condescending towards them.
Bruce Ilidd, for example, is a “superannuatedrunner” and we learn that student leaders of the ’60s were suffering
from “delusions of grandeur.” One
realizes just how unsympathetic these
academics are to radicalism when the
only source allowed to reflect on the
disturbances at Simon Fraser University
is Margaret Trudeau.
The second instance in which the
authors fly in the face of conventional
rirdom is the case of foreign ownership,
and nationalism in general. As far as
they are concerned the issue ls a lwl
non-starter. Foreign ownership was
never as dam&g
as the nationalists
claimed and, anyway. the trend is re-
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vain&
Ottawa was right to do very
little aud the public was right to care
very little. If the book’has a villain it is
Walter Gordon, the godfather of the
natlonallst movement. As presented by
the authors Oordon was a bumbling
fmance minister, pmne to gimmicksin-
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stead of sound financial management,
6ho would have retired to a deserved
obscurity if misguided nationalists had
not elqated hi to the role of cultural
hero. Indeed, this entire book can be
read as an extended assault on a nationalism that the authors seem to find
embarrassing as much as wrong-headed.

Canada Since 1945 could not have
been meant for a general reading
audience. It suffers fmm a centralist
bias, a lacklustre style duttered with
statistics, and a complacent tone that
fails to evoke the felt life of the period.
The book may find its niche as a reference work but it is about as readable as
the general tax guide. •i
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l&w in charmingly illustrated

INBRIEF

2$s’sB~day
Lizard in the Grsss. by John Mills,
ECW Press, 256 pages, $5.95 paper
(ISBN 0 92062 26 5). John Mills WBS
born in England in 1930. He came to
Canada when he was 23. For the last 16
years he has taught Englllh literature at
Simon Fraser University. He is the
author of three novels, The Lund o/Is,
The October Men, and Skevington’J
Daughter. His latest book, Lizardin the
Grass, is a collection of fitfully interesting essaysand book reviews that have
previously appeared in such journals as
The Fiddlehead, Georgia Stm~ht and

Queen’s Quar&rly.The most interesting
pieces, indeed the only ones that don’t
leave one wonder@ why this book was
assembled at all, are two snatches of
autobiography. The lint. “Arms and
the Poltmon,”
is an underdeveloped
essayspun around some time Mills, then
a young conscript in the British army,
spent at a bleak military convalescent
depot near Southamptoti. The other,
“How the Poor Die” (a title fdched
from one of Orwell’s essays), ls an account of Mills’s last visit with his
mother, who was dying of cancer. His
catalogue of the old woman’s crabbed.
poisonous views of sex and society the miserable lessons of a lifetime near
the lower end of the British so&l zale
- provides the book’s few memorable
pages. And this success ls due more to
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suength of the raw material, to
what Mills calls his mother’s %ximothe sheer

niou9 vitality,” than to any particular
skill on his part. The rest of Lizardin the

Grass depends solely on Mills’s incomplete t&m and insights. The 19.~~
said about them the better.
-PHIL suBow

Thepolitic3 of rachtx from
MacIcenzie
King%anti-Semitism
to our shameful
wartimetreatmentof the Japanese
’

ANNGOMER
SUNAHARA’S
The Politlu of
I&&m: The Uprooti”g of Japanese
C%“adls”s DurinS the Second World
,wm (James Lorimer, 222 pages, $19.95

cloth and $12.95 paper) adds an important dimmasionto mu understanding of
that shameful episode in our history.
Sunahua’s book goes beyond Ken
Ada&i’s The Enemy That Never Was in
that she had access to official 8”“.%“ment d&ume”ts kept sexret until now.
Those dqcuments prwe what we’ve long
suspected - that the treatment of
Japanese Canadians was motivpted
solely by radsm. At no point in the
seven years of their exile were they ever a
security risk.

understsndtig of the Inuit. The.book
includes 80 poems (songs) from the appmxbnately 500 that have been remrded. Colombo divides his material into
nine cycles - Human Nature, Makin8
Songs, Wild Things, The Hunt. etc.
Lovely though they am, I wonder ifit’s a
mi&ke to include some of Robert
Flaherty’s photographs in the book.
Flaherty romanticized the life of the
Imdt. Nanook died of starvation two
years after .Flaherty captured him on
film. I thought of Nmook as I mad
these stanzas In “Dad Man’s Sonp”:

M*CKENZIE
tatws anti-Semitism is one
of the themes touched on in Alan
Abmms’s Whv Wl”dsor7 An AnecdoW
Iilstory of tie Jews of Windsor and
Essex County (Black Moss Press, 109
pages, 58.95 paper). Here’s Senator
Gntct I\Ioonis Craig

At the a@ of ninety, Grace Craig
looks back to her youth and tells
the story of the impact of the
Great War on her hmily and
friends. Letters from the young
me” on the Western Front, reveal
ing their reactions to the horrors
of the drama surrounding them.
are interwoven with her “w”
memories. ‘an account that
gains both depth and power
from the Paxge of time . . . a
challenge laid down without
apology, to pay attention to the
past lest we have no future.
Timothy Findley $14.95

David Croll on the subjeb: “1 hold no
bittemess tmvard King. 1 was blind to his
anti-Semitism.. . . I c&t forgive myself
for being so blind. . . . I missed it until it
was to” late. But 1 have no bittanus.
I’ve done what I wanred to during my
lifetime. How could he have changed it
for me?” The cynic in me wonders
whether Cm11 was really blind or just
conveniently so. Also included in this
oral history of Windsor’s Jews are such
distinguished feures as Edie Lutvak.
Canada’s only woman scrap dealer, and
Jake Oeller,
publisher of North
Am&a’s first comicbook.
0
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0

JOHNBOBERT
co~oou~s Poems of the
Imdt (Oberon Prrss. 117 pages, $23.95
cloth and 911.95 paper) is an important
contribution to our knowledge and
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TnE TROUBLE WlTH The
Forever:
An Anthology

Maple

L¶ugll

of Caandian

Comic Poetry. edited by Douglas Barbow and Stephen Smbie, (IimtIg, 192
pages. 37.95 paper) is that it isn’t all that
funny. If the editors had kept the words
“Laugh” and “Comic” out of the title,
and hadn’t talked so much about jokes
in their introduction, I’d be less dimppointed. Because there ir good stuff
here. Take the followin poem by P.K.
Page:
St&l
agai elevm
looked a, the baby and sidd
When he thinks it must be PIWE

FIELDI.lGng
The Collected P&try of
ROBERT KROETSCH
“FIELD
NOTES is ona of the most
o:&Ing books of p.aetly I’ve read In
rcc?“t YeaPi ...‘I - Bfwcs senfin,
VANCOUVER
SUN.
‘This 12 a book of life -seeded. snillad
out, rpzllrd out . . . B sophlstlcnteh ;erbal
wmnzt~~, a scnsltlve lyrical fealln&
MONTREAL GAZEITE

I

DREAMING GACXWARDS

Thr Srkctrd

Posms of

ELI MANDEL
“F.WMI~I’~ pacms

am

richly

human.

DREAP.!lNGBACKWARDSis a book
of 9rc:t armulatlvs power, as It follows
F~sndalbpostlc pm- to~wds the barn
boar; of tms speech.” DOI&
G;rJour. TORONTO8TAR
.

‘Iczx rrnd ma -piss

of

IREAFJIING
BACKWARD8
@5995.
‘Icr:srznd me -Ia
Of
:IELDNGTE8@8G.95.
cm ~nsla:lng al~,Ieas
add 50
cntz to cwsr pozta8nG handling.)lNo Earh
11C.O.D.5 plez-0).
IAME
LDDRESS

that anglophone nzaders could be put off
by somehing so uncontemporary as a
book older than armed separatists, hippies, and other already dated
phenomena. But I suspect we’re more
likely to be offended by a lack of candour that does not prepare us for an
only moderately successful novel by a
man who has become one of Quebec’s
finest writers.
The narrator of The Rerl Is Siiem??
bar been trapped in the wreckage, of a
collapsed ban, aqd as he remembers
and reflects upon the past he constructs
for us an affecting memoir of life in
worktngclas
Montreal. These vivid
recollections are Interrupted by pedodic
attempts to invent * contemporary plot
parallel to the pmtagonist’s past, and
these are such gratingly gratuitous lmpositkim that one eventually leams to
skip them alfogether. But if the book
does fall into what might be called the
“fust-novel syndrome,” with the experiences of an intensely lived youth
always threatening to ovenvhebn the
effort to shape them into some
manageable form, its rhythmically
charged and pictorially graphic writing
demonstrates that them is awry pmmising talent at work here. Thus the book is
probably but read with the awareness
that it is a fmt and somewhat hesitant
step by a writer whose Etheland the Term& (1965, and his only other novel
available in Enallsh) already exhibits a
much g&?ater d&r& of auihorial control. and Oberon’s wafflina on this Imint
is a~mistakein terms of&h playing fair
with the reader and’ establishing a
market for translations of Jasmin’s
more mature work.
Bmato Sabato’s On Hemps sad
Tombs (translated by Helen R. Lane.
Pltzbenry & Whiteside, $24.25 cloth)
was Dubliibcd in Suanlsh in 1961. but its
lmm-&ate accept& as a ma&work
of Araentinlan literature and translation
into s&al other languages did not suffice to bring forth an English version.
The subsequent popularity of Barges,
Maquu, and other post-modem Latin
American writers has finally provided
the necessary encouragement, and we
can at last share in the appreciation of a
most impressive novel. On Heroes and
Tombn does experiment with such
typical post-modernist devices as the
multiple narrative voice and the storywithin-a-story, but it is essentially an intense psychological novel that owes
much to Dostoevsky and repays it with a
powerful individual achievement. A
massivelJ’satisfying reading experience,
although to be neither entered upon nor
taken lightly.
Such delays in translation seem even
more unjust when a novel as thoroughly
tedious as Anatoli Rybakods Heavy

Sand (translated by Harold Shukman,
Penguin, $17.95 cloth) appears in
English only three years after its original
Russian publication. The self-conscious
folksiness, cardboard characters, and
simplistic political views of this book
would be objscticmable at any time, but
in what .pm-ports to be an accurate
account of the tragic experience of Russian Jewy they become dowright offensive. Anyone intewted in how socialistreal&t literary doctrine can be used to
totally distort reality will want to study
Heavy Sand, because its glib dismissals
of preRevolutionary anti-Semitism and
Stalin-era

domestic

terror

are in their

perverse way quite breathtaking.
A &md introduction to the actual
blltorlcal background k provided by
Anton Antonov-Ovseyenko’s
nonfiction book, The Time of Stalla
(translated by Oeorge Saunders. Pit%
henry & Whiteside, 825.95 cloth), a
compendium of first-person rowllections that further articulates the
mwbanisms of repression sketched in
Solzhenitsyn’s Gulr@ series. AntonovOvseyenko’s book was compiled inside
tbe U.S.S.R. under less than congenial
conditions, and is at times episodic and
hard tn follow. But it also rlngr with the
echo of voices passionately committed
to revolutionary ideals that have been
cold-bloodedly
savaged by postRevolutionary real&s, and it’s wll
worth some extra perseverance.
The techniqua of tiction and mmfxtlon are combined in Jamslav Hasek’i
The Red Commiavar (translated by Cecil
Parmtt, Lester.4 Orpen Demws, $13.95
cloth), a volume of selected stories and
sketches from the Czechoslovakian
creator of that epitome of the holy fool,
The

Good

Soldier

Svejk.

Hasek

(1883-1923)has not received the critical
acclaim he deserves. most likely because
his work is amusing and easy to read as
well as much too subtle for critics who
require obvious symbols and grandiose
themes. But anyoneinvigued bytheidea
of a Kafka-esque retelling of Don
Quixote will find his books immensely
enjoyable.. This ls the fust appearance in
English of Tke Red Commi%ar, and
thus it’s a particular treat for Svejklovers as well as a major contrlbutlon to
our awareness of Hasek’s importance.
Two new translatimis from the
Japanese represent the sublime and the
ridiculous. The latter is supplied by
Saw6ko Ariyosbi’s The Doctor’s Wife
(tranilated by Wakako Hinmaka and
Ann Siller Konstanl, Fitzhemy &
Whiteside,$12.25 cloth). This is a turgid
sociological novel of no discemibIc
merit, and signlfnnt only as an indication that our voracious appatite for
Japaiwse literature may be indudng
some scraping of the barrel. Delights of
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a more traditional variety are provided:
by a bnutifitlly illustrated edition of
Ths Tale of Ihe Shining Pdocess
(trsnskited by Donald Keene, Pen&m.
$14.95 cloth). A classicfairy story whose
substantialquota of overt charm is complemented by some tltou8ht-provoking
overtones, this is a potential present
likely to assuage many last-minute
Christmaspanics.
Charles Baud&ire’s writings on
Ed8tu AIlan Poe are atno” his most
rwalin:
and accessibleworks. and if
they xwe unavailablein gny other form
WC would have cawe to welmnte the

._ _ .~~_,

selectionoffered in Patal Deslinles: The
Ed8ttr Allatt Poe Essays (translated by
Joan Fiedlet Mele, CrossCountry Press,
$4.95 paper). However, thii material is
already available in a mom complete and
much better annotated collection,
Baud&ire on Poe (Bald Eagle Press,
1952). Sitice this translation is not
markedly differmt fmm the earlier version. wvhicbis still in print, it’s difficult
to imaginewhy anyone ryouid knowing_
ly settle for such a” inferior edition. I”
thesebarbaroustimesone hatesto brand
any book % unnecessary, but Fatal
DerlinieF come3 perilously dose. q

Escapistfiction:from the unreal
old-fashioned
romance hi Nth-century Jlldia

world of La8 Vega5 to an inrmense,

Alwys Tip the Dealer. by Gary Ross
(McClelland and Stewart. 321 pages,
15.95 cloth), is a novel of Las Vegas. and
among its several pleasures is a cleat
sense of the distortedrhythms of one of
North America’s truly unreal cities.
There’s considerablecard- and casinolore in the book: it servesto back up
some solid thinking about the psych0108~of 8amblers- not just those who
frequent the tables but those who put
youth or beauty. talent or love, at risk.
The plot is intricate and tantaliring, a
wll-crafted \pariationon the pattern of
intmducin8 severalappuently unrelated
charactersand working out the buried or
unexpected connections among them.
It’s not exactly thrilling, though sttspensefttl. and doesn’t wrap everything
up quite neatly-both of which featws
wxk, I think, to the novel’s advantage.
Ross has avoided pulp formulas, and in
so doing controls the reader’s interest
and bakmceshis expectations.
He’s also able to develop his halfdozen principal actors soundly. There
“re sharply observeddetails and precise
imo8er mtd jud8ements. The writing is
professional- the dialo8tte’sespecially
competent but not slick, and a
number of scenestake off powerfully.
At its best Ahwys Tip the Lkaler is
vety good. at its weakestonly perfun=
tory. i”dolgbt8 occasionally- perhaps
vzith a” eye to mass market - in not
particularly well-imagined or welli”te8mted bits of back8xQttndmaterial

and brand-namescene-setting.But Ross
has written a stmna and.thoughtfitl
book, and its stren8& show. ' _
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vnimm FITZOBRALD'S
gemindar
(Deneau. 799 pages,$19.95 cloth) was a
pleasant surprise. I hardly expecteda”
immenseperiod romance- 15 years in
the works, winner of the Geowtte
Iieye.r Award for Historical Fiction -to
hold my attention. But it did.
The novel is set in the 1850s. and
could have been written the”. (I mean to
ucpnss d&it.)
It’s att authentic 19thcentury novel: Character, emotion,
len8th and pace, furnishings. and above
all style..It hasthe old-fashionedfkwour
of good Dickens - Esther Summerson’s
narrative perhaps - or Jam Ewe. Fit=
perald’sheroine, Laura Hewitt, has that
blend of demanding innocence and
moral dtscemme”tthat brin8a eventsto
life and engagesa reader’ssympathies.
The place is India, the Sepoy Rebellion, the siege .of Lucknow. Laura has
gone out as a companion to her,youw,
newly married coodn. She meets Oliver
Erskine, owner of a vast feudal holding,
a man as attmctive and complex as
Esther’s Job” Jarndyce or Jane’s .Mr.
Rochester, slightly more manageable
than Heathcliff. It takes 400 pages for
him to declare his love. 200 more for
L&o to admit hers, and the runainder
for the world to get out of the way and
leave them alone - “in that sun-tilled
and water-whisperinggarde”.”

by N. Jaye Fredtlckso” and SandraUbb
Nattonal Museum of Man
“Oneof the most intelligentand
walldesignedCamdia”art booksof the
s&on.. .it cc&ins genuinescholanhip
and shedsa distinctlynew light on
‘the subjea The text by Frederickso”
is a lucidintroductoryaccount:
deftly handled- a breathof fmh air amid
the usualjargon of art hisbxy texts:’
(Gwen’sW*Wl
iB8 page* 249 b/w and 12 wlour ilatex
$2495 dotb. $1795 paper

Zemindar’s chief con&ion
to
modem taste is a touch of frankness
about matters~sexual,
and a great deal of
graphic depiction of brutality and suffering. But it’s Laura’s voice that wlIl
hold you fast, if you like your Victorians:
With him. I knnv.now. no rextve
wouldbe possible,no withholding. no
comfortable subterfuges. no eoncfalmene r0r the sake 0r self-pervation. And what be was prepared 10
give, he would demand in return. I
would be engulfed, annihilated. by the

~#g,iiJg$ Qt= NowEMBER

memking ef
ihe Edmacsnd
Fitqarald
@ Fte&xI Mxn~Iing
Follcw the story of the loss of the
Edmund Fitzgerald In November
1975 on Lalte Superior. Still tinged
:Jlth mystery, this event Is brll.
ilantly recalled by the author
through the eyes of the crew as
their ship suddenly founders In s
rlolent storm.
9lS.25
*
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ruenglhor his feeling,by the rorccof
hisides of me.
Sounds like the real thing, +x.&t it?
INDoomsdayPAnusFour (Douglasand
McIntyre.236pages,514.95cloth, IAny
Clark has cloned yel another wunt;
down-to-nuclbar-apocalypse thriller:
This one’snot at all inventive,and about

G4J.A ML FJOUSE!

xrlour -

vrhlch VJIIIdellght children

:VGt’)t’Jhere.
SX95 hardcow

The plot has covert and extra-legalintelligenceagenciesgone out of contml.
aa intrepid reporter with a lead, and an
international hot-line cohfrontation.
There’s lots of technology, lots of
jargon, and bloodshedenough to salisfy
anyone. It’s all artificialand lifeless.
You know you’re in for it on page
two. Sample dialogue and character
development:
Filanikov nodded his head slowly.
“For now,” he si.ghed.“I’ve got 8.’
feeling that I’m growing old before my
time.”

“Ha. ha.” Karhirincouldn’t sup :’
pressIhe short. sharp law@. “And I’ll
get old just listeningto you.”
The ien chuckled.
Granted these are Russians, and there

may be difticultieswitb the translation.
But our side doesn’t farr much better.
Ha, ha, indeed. Not recommended.0

Considering the confusion it creates, the unattached
participle is gaining undue acceptance.
Properly speaking, it offends the ear more than the eye
By BOB

PgGeni$o IlqQndoz3
olustra~zl OyBOgiQS?nIR
As. Blouse, the master erchlteot of
ha animal tqJOrld,
dreams up perfect
IDUSES
for her most dlsorlmlnatlng
wtomers. Frog’s Pad, Mole’s
flaw, Pig’s Palace areJust a few of
ha lngsnlous homes - Illustrated In

as exiting BJcornstarch.

BLAcm3uRPJ

~REAOINO
THE muv kwi33s.one of the
maa EOCI~OC errors to celch my eye ls
the unattached participle. Trying to
figure out why thii is so, writersseemto
ha& no good reasqn for committibgthe
error so often. Bewilderingin its fre
quency, you can seldom get thmugb a
side page of a newspaper without
stumbh over al leestone exampleof it.
The unattached partIcIpIebelongs in
the classof danglingmodifiers,of which
the most egregiouscommon example is
the epidemic misuse of “hopefulIy.”
But I can understandthat misuse.There
aremany adverbsthat can be used pmperly to modify a followingsentence or
clause rather than its verb only. Understandab& it ls diffiiult to convince
many pwple that “hopefully” is not one
of them. But I cannot understand why a
writer would write: “Walkingacmss.an

icy street, a cer skidded into him.” (I
found that sentencein a newsstory I was
editing years ego. I returned it ta the
reporter, who “corrected” iv by inserting “while” before “walking.” He’s
still inShe business, though.)
The unattached participle @Ieaselet
me calIit a u.p.) dou not alwayslead to

such obvious absurdities.Tbe sentence,
“Leafing tbmugb the magaziw, a
colourfidad ceugbt my eye,” would certalnly catch the eye of any thoughtful
leader. ‘!Leafmgthrough .themagazine.
my eyewascaught by a colourful ad,” is
no lessinmrrect, but it is lessjarring and
might pass unnoticed. Some u.p.s are
even condoned by authorities(lncludll
FowIer) who say usage has given tbe
words the qualities of prepositions or
adverbs, enabling them to stand alone
without being hooked to a noun or pm
noun. Fowlw considers “considering”
to be one such. He says we can say,
“Considering the drcumstences. you
werejustlfd.”
Co&de&g the possibilitiesof mlsunderstanding, I ray he’s living
dangerously. Consider this sentence:
“Considhing the odds, he made a wise
bet.” Who is consideringthe odds here?
Am I telling you that I am considering
the odds and p&w judgemeat on the
wisdom of his bet, or am I telling you
that he, after consideringthe odds, bet
wisely7 Sony, I think that participle
needs altaching.
Hen’s another one: “Speaking can-

e

didlp. he’s rude.” What I might mean is
that when he speaks candidly, he’s rode
(ba he’s chanoing when he dissembles).
Or perhaps I mean “Speaking candidly,
I say he’s rude,” and if that’s what I
meao. that’s what I should say.
Posribly the reason we are presented
v:ith so many dangling modiliers is that
the ambisoitier they create are more
often simply absurd than truly confusing We are all too familiar with the likes
of this: “A patient in General Hospital,
his leg is broken in three places.” That
doesn’t confuse us. Now try thii: “A
patient in General Hospital, his mother
spent the night at his bedside.” It’s
possible his mother was a patient there.,
too.
Here’s one that delighted me recently:
“A native of Calgary, hi wife was born
in Edmonton.” We can laugh that offi
we knos what the wrher meant. But
suppose he writes this: “A Canadian, his
rife was born in France.” We can see
that the writer is sloppy. What is he
trylns to tell us? His subject is a Canadian married 10 a Frenchwoman? Qr io
his subject’s wife a French-born,
nmmlizcd Canadian citizen? Suddenly
he can no longer aoswer our criticism

with that standard copout of the
careless writer - “Oh. wll, you know
what I meant.” We don’t know. If this
were a story about, say, a contested dccision by the immigmtion department, the
daogling modiier ml&t make the whole
story incomprehensible to us.
I began by saying that I find it difficult to find ~rasons for the prevalence
OPthis sin. Perhaps there is a doe’in the
fact that it ls seldom cmnmltte# io everyday soeech. The constmctions of such
~p&ch
do not invite it. It is frequently
committed by reasonably well-educated
and articub& people
vhb are not accwtomed to titling. Whep they are reqoired to write, they feel obliied to use
.xmst~ctions they mistakenly. believe
arc appropriate to formal writlng. .
That would explain the profusion of
aangling modiliers In the work of
neophyte newspapand atohIographas, bot$hese are errors that in so
obvious and so easily avoided or carrected that there seems to be no rational
explanation of the extent to which they
litter the published work of paid writers.
Having said that, you \vIU have’ to
excwe me for yieklii to the temptation
toendwithoneofmyown.
0
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Patrick Lane may havk joined the establishment, but
he can’t escape his impoverished roots. They
still provide the humanistic vision of his poetry

By STEPHEN DALk

imprewions qf this c&?mnce
have
been. Can th& sort qf thing &kct real
change?
Lane: I would assume it helps, but I see

HAUED BY FEUOW poet Rosemary
Sullivao as “the best of his generation of
poets,” Patrick Lane was born in
Nelson, B.C., in 1939. His first two
books. Mounmin O.vstem.and Iiiway
401 R/mpsody ewe published in the early 1960s by Very Stone House, vzhich
Lane founded in Vancouver with bill
birsett and Seymour Mayne. Since then
he has published 10. more books of
poetry, including Poems New and
Hected
(O.sford), which woo the
Gowmor General’s Awvardin 1978. His
most reeenf book is The Measure (Black
Moss Press). Lane was recenlly in
Toronto to participate in the Intemational Conference on the Writer and
Human Rights, where he talked with
Stephen Dale:

it as more of a daoga sign that tbiigs
are getting worse. The ~olatlon of
human r&hts ir actually more and more
pervasive here and in Bgypt, and in
countries where we don’t expect these
kinds of things to happen because
they’re fairly Iibemted countries. I think
when writers get together and start talkiw together, it’s an indication that
there’s a really, serious problem. It goes
with the conservatism of our times and
the swing to the right. Bajically it comes
down to there being too meoy people,
and the rich want to stay rich.
BIG: So you m thbzgs becoming more

Eoo!m in Canado: I wonder what your

polarked, with writers being veiy adamant about humun rights and most

other people corxemed with money.
Lane: Well, some writers seem to

be
more devoted to this kind of cause than

! She1 Silveretein
A Light in the Attic
A companion volume to
Silverstein’s earlier success,
Wvm

the

c#chan&g people’s ideas?
Lane: Language has bee”

SidewalkEnds.

others. The ones who are are the

illustrations accompany a
delightful tale complete with
goblins, a mad chase, a
magic horn and a happy
ending.
$16.95
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i Arnold Lobe1
Fa.blea
The winner of the 1980
Caldecott medal for
children’s illustration.
Charming illustrations
accompany whimsical tales
of wit and wisdom, from
the author of the popular
Frog and Toad books.
$12.95
-.

Govemor( Gcnerd’sAward, because to
some degree it was antithetical to what I
stood for. But 1thought I could do more
with this kind of fomm..rreognltian
than I could do fmm outside. 1 don’t
know if that’s been a successful ‘course
for me. 1 mean still, in the kind of
reviews Books in Canada givestie. they
don’t want to believe that what 1 say ls
true and they don’t want to deal with the
content at ail. They want to deal with
formal structuraand process and ideas
of form, rather than the meaning that
the pool can stand for. The idea of art
for art’s sake, and the poem as a” object
- well, I believe that to mm degree in
the sense that I create a poem. But
poems also have meaning. So I fmd that
I don’t know if I’ve succeeded in changing the way peoplethink in Canada.
BIG: What chance does one writer have

humanist writers, for lack of a better
term. although actually it’s a really good
t- - those writers who ae concerned
with humanness in general. that thiigwe
don’t talk about too much any mwe in
our culture, in the face of this creeping
intellectualism, this objectivity. So there
are some writers in this country who are
interested, and other writers who don’t
write anything about it. If they thiik of
it at all. which I doubt very much, in
their own secure lives. they’re not involved.
Bit: The tone of your poetry has cat
you very much as ark outkider, and
?+zda’s litermy establihment’seems to
have trccried you with some disdain.
Have thiw changed since you received
the ~owrnor Getwal’s Award?
Lane: Well, they’re more uwmfartable

with me now than tliey were before. I
think in some 1~ they received me better before I got the award and reeelved
some kind of formal blessing from the
establishment. I mean, the reason I go to
‘travel around the world is thar suddenly
I’m a” establishment writer. which really
surprises me. It’s quite iro&cal in some
ways. The issues I’ve always represented
in my writing are still the things that
newz get reviewed. That includes the
humanist stance I’ve always taken, and
the world of the poor and impoverished
people in Canada, which ls where I come
from. My roots are there and I lived
there until about 10 years ago. So it’s
strange to be a member of the establishment now.
Part of me didn’t wBnt to accept the
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the primal 5
force in changing the shape of the+ld.
5
Langlmge still operates that way, so of 0
catme the writer is instrumental. E
Noydays he’! a little antediluvian corn- 2
pared to the power of other media. Also,
what we’re dealing with in our culture is
a kind of People~magazincsyndrome, .
wheze the writer becomes more important in the eyes of the public because of
who he is as a human being, - in terms
of “Doer he pick hi “ore?” . . . “Does
he get in cars? His idlosyncmsies, hi
fantasies. And the work is less and less
important-compared to the image.
Bit2 There is social change and’chang~

ofoneself. Irecallyou

saying b&we that
the reason mamy writers commit suicide
iF bema
they come .to realize the
wriring cata? tranqform their own p&soIlal vivions of I@.
Lane.: I’m not sure I fully agree with that

now. There is a sort of transformation
that is sought, some kind of~catharsis
that ls necessary not just for the wtiter,
but for the society in which the writer
opeiates. As for the writer himself, there
ls a big desire for uansfommiion. I was
talking with some writers today, and
somehow thii conversation came up,
and they all said, “Look, I’d stop
breathing if I stopped writing. I’d die.”
And’ I postulated the possibility that
that’s why we write, because without our
writing we would die, we would be
suicides. They all agreed. The onl,’ way
we
stay alive is through constant witnese
.
%G So you couldn’t speculate about
the life you could have lived if you
hadn’t started with@
- Lane: No. There was none. We get back

into fate and destiny and all these tbbw.
I do xxnemba when I was a child we
bad one of those Chtitmas recording
things, o”e of those huge machines that
makes little plastic discs. And somebody
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asked me rhat I v:a”ted to he v:hen 1
gre,v up. I v:as six years old and I said I
wanted to be a” artist. Non how did I
know when I was ti years old that lhis is
what I’d spend the rest of my life at? I
didn’t eve” start writing until 1 was 13 or
24. So there is a tind of fatedness to it.
Writing for me was a vwy out of
poverty, a vwy of escaping a world that,
in a very odd way, I was a slave to. I
acc.zpted that world intrinsically, the
world of labouriry. 1 didn’t know there
,vas another way. I NBSmindlessly accepting my poverty and my struggle. I
had no intellectual detachmenr. I only
Ixmw that now because I can see it cornpared to what has bee”. I wonder what I
will see when I 1001:back 10 years from
now.
EC: II seem there has been a massive

prtsonal cbunge for JVU.
In that wury.
has tke poerry been succe(sfuIp
Iar.?: I” the last year I think things have

changed very radically. A lot of it comes
back to security and this idea about the
e%ablishment. I feel less afraid. One
wmts to succeed at what one does. and
it v:m wry difficult frmn my old position to believe in my own integrity. I’ve
protected my integrity all my life,
although there are small compromises
that have to be made sometimes. 1 don’t
rant to make any more compmmisw
now. I want to be exactly who I am. And
put of that comes fmm the security of
knowing my worth as a writer. I believe
I’m a good one, and I believe more
strongly in the things I think I stand for,
in terms of my emotional beliefs and my
human&t stance.
BiC: You toil; o lol crbour wrilers who
hawd@stro~edthemrelrrrr. Jsswvivalan
iriporkwu issue to you?
ET@ ReaIly, I don’t think I’m con-

cerned very much any m”re with the survival of myself. I care greatly about the
smvivsl of other people, and just life
ge”emXy. I mea”. I don’t want to sound
like a naive ecoloSy freak. but I see the
v:orId blowing up just like any normal
human being does. We’re living in a ternd”al world, an absolmely temdnal
rorld. I’m deeply concerned not just for
m)’ human friends, but for.arpects of
“atare that also are friends. It sounds
bizarre and it might sound mad, but I
have rocks that are friends, and I have
trzes that arz friends, and I have animals
that are friends. I have whole landscapes, external and internal, that I care
deeply for. I want them to survive.
2iCz La’s ralk about your process of
wbfng. Do youseek the kind of solitude
lo wi& drcrt you dew&
in other

E%?x I “ever live anwhere very long
because it “ever becomes the ideal hiding
pkw. I live all over because money talks
and bullshit walks, as they say. If
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somebody’s going to offer me su),OOOto
be a writer-in-residence. whal’s the alternative-for me2 Most writers in Cmmda
are academics, but I don’t have that
kind of Iife-suDoort svstem. There are
only a few people in danada like me Milton Acorn. Joe Rosenblatt. AI Purdv
- who do “c&i but writepoetry, so
they have to hustle their asses all over
the place for very little money. I’m on
the writer-in-residence thing now, until
that dries up.
Bit: Do you hsvs any speeili rirunl
oaxhed lo your WrMng?
Lane: I have to have my cup

of coffee
and my cigarette burning and the
typewriter just right. I could spend three
how in the mom@, which is when 1
write, going through all the rituals and
never getting anything done. Those
games every writer goes thmagh. One of
the hardest things is to sit down and
actually start writing.
BiC: How about the crelualsenrrrdon of
wihg
the poem?
Lane: When the poem comes, it’s great.

It’s marvellous. It’s one of the most
beautiful sen&ions in the world. The
act of creation, I think for any artist and there’s a” artist in all of us - is one
of the most profound experiences a per-

son can go through. As human beings
that kind of entrance is a very special
one. When the good poem comes, ann;s
$w
it’s good. that’s

THE EDITORS

RECOMMEND

THE FOL~.OWING
Canadian books were
reviewed in the previous issue of Books
in Canada Our mmmmendations don’t
necessarily reflect the reviews:
FICTION
How I SpentMy SummerHolldsys.by W.O.
Mitchdl, Macmillan.A ssdrkr, wiserman.
Mitchellretuns 10 the fertilepniricr of

who If@ seena.? wind 10portrdylhe

dark side of inqmt
experimC&

youths in searchof

POETRY
The CollsctsdShorter Poems, 1947-1977,
by
RobinSk&on, Sono Nir Press. Unlikeso
manyyoungerpoets, Sk&on belongsto an
educsted c!ass to whom langus& was a
thing long ago tamed. Ells poetry is imhued wilh a se~le of quid wealth.
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I never travel without my diary. One should always have
somethitx sensationalto read in th’e train.
- Oscar Wilde
I feel a recipe is only a theme, which an intelligent cook
can play each time with a variation.
- Madame Ben02
A Liberal is a man too broadminded to take his own side
in a quarrel.
L Robert Frost
As a painter I shall never signify anything of importance. I
f?l it absolutely.
- Vincent Van Gogh
If you speak the truth have a foot in the stirrup.
- Turkish proverb
Do give books - religious or otherwise - for Christmas.
They’re never fattening, seldom sinful, and permanently
personal.
- Lenore Hershey

from Ullu~Eikhermy k%Whiteside
edited by k~beti II. IFMxwy
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A limited number of copies of Books in Canada are available in
better book stores across Canada. But if you’d like copies delivered to your
door, take advantage of our special Christmas gift subscription rate.
_--___-______________________-__--T ___----_---__
Please send one-year gift subscriptions at $8.00 each
to the persons listed below:

My name is

Name

Name

Address---_

Address

Address

--.-._

--.

_. _..._.---.

0

I

-Postal

code

code.

Postal Code

0 I too want to subscribe for $8.00.

_______

would like you to send notice before Christmas of my gift

signed from

_____

----.. . ..-. --_

-Postal

---_._ _.----

0 Cheque enclosed.

_._._....-- ----- -..-..

0 Please bill me.

Make cheques payable to: Canadian Review of Books Ltd., 366 Adelaide St. E., Toronto MSA IN4
December ,981. Bmb
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Visions of Sugarplurns
by k&i Sheraton
A cookbook of cakes, cookies, candies and confections from all the cormtries that celebrate Christmas. This is no ordinary recipe book; every recipe
is a traditional one associated directly with the Christmas season.
$20.25
The New York Times More 60~Minute Gourmet
by Pierre Franey
The perfect gift for yourself during thii hectic season - 100 elegant menus
that can be prepared in less than an hour. Each is on a double page spread
- you can serve a gourmet feast without turning a page - or a hair.
A__ __
Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art
by Shizuo Tsuji
“A terrific new book . . . It’s not for beginners, but it does give you all the
information you need. As far as I’m concerned, it’s the Julia Child of
Japanese cuisine.” - Margaret Trudeau, Epinve

The Eook of Sushi
by Itijiro
Qmae & Yuzuru Tachibana
Iow in calories, high in protein and uer)rfashionable, sushi is a Japanese
~atoftishandrice.Hereis~~youneedtoknowtoorderina
restaurant, or to prepare sushi at home.
$19.95
The French cuisine of Your Choice
by IaabeIIe Marique &t Albert Jorant
For any cook on your list who’s counting calories. Each recipe is presented
in a traditional haute cuisine style and in a lighter, style for everyday
cooking with fewer calories (yes, even the Strawberry Bavarian Cream Piel)

Cooking
from Epilepsy Canada
He& a chance to give two gifts at once. Give a friend a cookbook full of
AILOccasion

favourite recipes from the famous and the not-so-famous, and the money
.
you spend goes toward epilepsyresearch. Happy givin$
. *__A_
rapexnantt Jilz.y>
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